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ABSTRACT 
 
Harsini. 2019. “Translation Strategies in Animation movies’ Subtitle for The 
Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing”. Thesis, English Letter, Culture and Language 
Faculty. The State Islamic Institute Of Surakarta 
 
Advisor  : Dr. Hj. Lilik Untari, S.Pd., M.Hum 
Keyword: Subtitling Strategy, Translation Quality, The deaf and Hard-of-Hearing, 
Animation Movies. 
 
The objectives of the research are to know the subtitling strategy and 
translation quality found in subtitle animation movies’ for the deaf and hard-
of-hearing. The researcher applied Lomheim subtitling strategy theory and 
Koehn quality assessment theory.This research design used descriptive 
qualitative. The data of this research were the subtitle text from English to 
Indonesian and score of quality assessment in term accuracy by raters, taken 
from three movies entitled The Farmer and His Lazy sons, The Crow and 
Old Woman and The Crane and The fox (2013) from the videotapes by 
Ryme4Kids-Nursery Rhymes & Stories. In analyzing the data, the writer 
used theory by Miles and Huberman, (1994:11); data condensation, data 
display, conclusion and verification. 
The result of this study showed that there are 8 types of subtitle 
strategy for 140 data such as 38 data (27,14%) belong to verbatim subtitling, 
3 data (2,14%) belong to transposition, 19 data (13,6%) belong to addition, 
39 data (27,8%) belong to deletion, 20 data (14,28%) belong to 
condensation, 12 data (8,57%) belong to paraphrase, 5 data (3,57%) belong 
to specification, 4 data (2,9%) belong to generalization. The result is the 
dominant type of subtitle strategy is Deletion. Deletion is only some of the 
words of the original dialogue are use, as certain words are omitted.  
The quality assessment in term accuracy by the three raters shows that 
the subtitle quality occurs with 140 data, 9 data (6,42%) belong to 
somewhat accurate, 39 data (27,85%) belong to mostly accurate, 92 data 
(65,71%) belong to completely accurate, and 0 data (0%) found without 
completely inaccurate, 0 data (0%) found without mostly inaccurate. The 
result is the dominant type of accuracy is completely accurate.  
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Abstrak 
Harsini. 2019. “Strategi Penerjemahan dalam Film Animasi 'Terjemahan untuk 
Orang Tuli dan Keras Pendengaran”. Skripsi, Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Budaya dan 
Bahasa. Institut Agama Islam Negeri Surakarta 
 
Kata kunci: Strategi Subtitle, Kualitas Terjemahan, Tunarungu dan Sulit 
Mendengar, Film Animasi. 
 
Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui strategi 
terjemahan subtitle dan kualitas terjemahan yang ditemukan dalam film 
animasi subtitle untuk tuna rungu. Peneliti menerapkan teori strategi 
subtitling Lomheim dan teori penilaian kualitas Koehn. Desain penelitian 
ini menggunakan deskriptif kualitatif. Data penelitian ini adalah teks 
subtitle dari Bahasa Inggris ke Bahasa Indonesia dan skor penilaian 
kualitas dalam akurasi istilah oleh penilai, diambil dari tiga film berjudul 
The Farmer and His Lazy boys, The Crow dan Old Woman dan The Crane 
and The fox (2013) dari rekaman video oleh Ryme4Kids-Nursery Rhymes 
& Stories. Dalam menganalisis data, penulis menggunakan teori oleh 
Miles dan Huberman, (1994: 11); kondensasi data, tampilan data, 
kesimpulan dan verifikasi. 
Hasil penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa terdapat 8 jenis strategi 
subtitle untuk 140 data seperti 38 data (27,14%) termasuk subtitle 
verbatim, 3 data (2,14%) termasuk transposisi, 19 data (13,6) %) termasuk 
tambahan, 39 data (27,8%) termasuk penghapusan, 20 data (14,28%) 
termasuk kondensasi, 12 data (8,57%) termasuk parafrase, 5 data (3,57%) 
termasuk spesifikasi, 4 data (2,9%) termasuk generalisasi. Hasilnya adalah 
tipe dominan dari strategi subtitle adalah Penghapusan. Penghapusan 
hanya beberapa kata dari dialog asli yang digunakan, karena kata-kata 
tertentu dihilangkan. 
Penilaian kualitas dalam nilai akurasi oleh tiga penilai 
menunjukkan bahwa kualitas subtitle dengan 140 data, 9 data (6,42%) 
termasuk agak akurat, 39 data (27,85%) sebagian besar akurat, 92 data (65 
, 71%) sepenuhnya akurat, dan 0 data (0%) ditemukan tanpa sepenuhnya 
tidak akurat, 0 data (0%) ditemukan tanpa sebagian besar tidak akurat. 
Hasilnya adalah tipe dominan akurasi sepenuhnya akurat. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A.  Background of the Study 
Language is very important for human beings. Human beings use 
language for communicating with each other. In communicating they express 
ideas and feeling. Moreover, it is to deliver messages from one language to 
another language and to give information from various sources. From the various 
sources, of course, the source not only comes from our country alone with 
Indonesian languages, but there are various sources that use foreign languages. It 
requires a translator to translate a foreign language into the Indonesian language 
which is acceptable and readable for all people in our country. This translation 
function is to transfer meaning in different languages in either written or 
audiovisual media, written means in the form of books, novels, theses, 
dissertations and other forms of writing. While audiovisual media is the form of 
media such as movies, video games, television programs, etc.. 
Audiovisual translation refers to the translation of products in which the 
verbal dimension is supplemented by elements in other media (Diaz-Cintas in 
Hosseinnia, 2005:395). Such as feature films, television programs, theatrical 
plays, musicals, opera, Web pages, and video games are just some examples of 
the vast array of audiovisual products available and that requires translation 
(Chiaro 2013: 1).. Types of audiovisual translation can be united two larger 
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subgroups revoicing and subtitling. Revoicing is the term which is used to denote 
audiovisual methods of translation with the aim of a complete or partial coverage 
of the text of the original product by the new text of the target language, 
revoicing can be subdivided into the following types: voice-over or half-dubbing, 
narration, audio description, free commentary and dubbing (Савко in matkivsa, 
2014). 
Meanwhile, Subtitling is the method of translation in the conversation 
from the movie that helps the viewer to understand the meaning of dialogue in 
one language into another language. According to Gouadec in Hosseinnia 
(2007:396) defines subtitling as the captioning of the translation of the spoken 
dialogue in the original soundtrack. Except if the translator receives a ready for 
subtitling version and just needs to convert the script into subtitles, subtitling is a 
rather complex operation that varies according to available technologies in a 
context where things change ever so fast. Subtitles are intended for hearing 
viewers who do not understand the language and to access information. 
The process of obtaining information or vocabulary for the deaf and hard-
of-hearing through a long process such as starting with sensory as a process and 
storage of knowledge, so that it can be expressed or back responded. According 
to Ank Willems (2012) for the deaf and hard-of-hearing children to understand 
vocabulary more easily, 85-95% of the words in the text must be known or 
understand before, so that they can understand the text very well. If the child has 
not mastered and less than 75% of the words in the text to be taught, then the 
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outline of reading in a text cannot be easily understood by the deaf and hard of 
hearing children. Therefore it can be concluded that sentences composed of 85-
95% vocabulary that have been mastered before will be easily understood by the 
deaf and hard-of-hearing.  
Deaf children are a condition where an individual experiences damage to 
the sense of hearing so that the impact cannot capture various sound stimulating 
or other stimulating through the sense of hearing (Suharmini, 2009: 35). 
According to Hallahan, Kauffman, and Pullen (2012: 329-335), deaf or hard 
hearing have several their spoken language development, communication ability, 
academic achievement, social adaptation, and intelligence. Based on those 
characteristics, SDH obviously served to make deaf and hard hearing people get 
the message easier. The process of making subtitle for the deaf and hard of 
hearing differs from subtitled intended for normal hearing. There is some 
strategy that uses by subtitler to delivery of meaning from the source text into 
target text can be conveyed easily and understandable by the deaf and hard-of-
hearing.  
Hearing problems cause them to not be able to hear clearly, they need some 
media tools to help them hear. One of them is a television media program that is 
accessible for the deaf and hard of hearing such as subtitles. According to 
Gottlieb (1998: 163), there are two types of subtitling: intralingual subtitling (in 
the original language) and Interlingual subtitling. intralingual subtitling is 
defined as a process aimed at reproducing in a written form, the dialogue of a 
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television programmed to enable deaf and hard of hearing people to access 
spoken information. Bester (1995: 2) explains that the most common method 
used for making television accessible to the Deaf and hard of hearing is 
"captioning", also referred to as "subtitling" 
Subtitles for the Deaf and  Hard-of-Hearing is a mode of Audiovisual 
Translation (AVT) aimed for hearing impaired people, allowing access, via SDH, 
to any information conveyed through speech, also including in the subtitles all 
paralinguistic information, such as fictional sound (Assis and Araujo, 2016: 5). 
Subtitle for deaf and hard hearing is used by a variety of people including people 
who are learning English, people viewing programs in noisy areas and especially 
people who are Deaf or hearing impaired. Subtitling is a dialogue which is 
transferred into visible text. This text is representative of what is being said on 
screen and appears for everybody to see. It is, thus, intended for the Deaf as well 
as the hearing television viewer, Fernandes (2003: 12). Subtitling not only 
provides additional, otherwise necessary, information services to a larger 
audience but it is specifically accessible to "people learning a second language, 
people with learning disabilities and children starting to read (Rnid, Efhoh & 
Fepeda, 2002: 5). 
Subtitles for the Deaf or Hard-of-hearing (SDH) are a form of subtitles 
introduced by the DVD industry in the United States and refer to subtitles in the 
original language to which important non-dialog information has been added, 
Bazzolo (2017: 55). As an example below: 
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Figure 1.1 Example of strategy Addition 
Source: The Strange Egg and An Elephant and A Dog (2016) 
 
In figure 1.1: This includes an example of a standard in SDH because the display 
of subtitles is presented in a black box. Then it can be adopted became strategy 
addition because the translator adds information about the elephant and dog that 
they are doing. This is very useful for the deaf because they can understand and 
know the expression from them. 
Subtitling strategy is a potentially conscious procedure for the solution of 
a problem which an individual is faced with when translating a text segment from 
one language to another (Lörscher, 1991, p. 76). In the case of the research only 
focuses on the subtitling strategy for the deaf and hard-of-hearing in animation 
movies. To analyze the strategy the researcher using subtitling strategy by 
Lomheim (1999), Lomheim (1999) suggest that there are seven subtitle strategies 
for the deaf and hard-of-hearing, they are verbatim subtitling, transposition, 
addition/expansion, deletion, condensation, paraphrase, specification, 
generalization. For SDH, Verbatim subtitle is that main strategy used when 
translated subtitle for the deaf and hard-of-hearing. But, the translator also uses 
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another strategy because not all subtitles for the deaf and hard-of-hearing are 
translated using verbatim subtitling. For example,  
 
Figure 1.2 Example of Strategy Addition 
Source: The Strange Egg and An Elephant and A Dog (2016) 
 
 
The translator translated “The dog was broken” into “Anjing itu menjadi sedih”. 
For the translated the translator used strategy addition, it can be seen when the 
translator added the information about the meaning from source text “The dog 
was broken” into target text “Anjing itu menjadi sedih” it also includes strategy 
addition because in the picture "sedih" is illustrated visually by the dog character 
who dropping his tears. 
Subtitling strategies addition used by the translator from the example 
above to overcome problems because translating subtitle for the deaf and hard-
of-hearing is difficult the translator must follow rules, the rules of the strategy 
and the rules of equivalence from the source text into the target text. Translation 
quality assessment is a translation parameter that is used to measure the 
equivalence audiovisual translations, one of which is a subtitle. Based on the 
explanation above, the researcher wants to find out how quality affects the 
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subtitle. The translator must decide to follow some rules of subtitles or to give 
the equivalence meaning from the original text (SL) into the target text (TL).  
The researcher uses theory accuracy by (Koehn 2009: 218) about 
Translation Quality Assessment of subtitling. Accuracy is evaluating translation 
refers to whether the source text and target text are equivalence. The researcher 
focuses to the accuracy because this research used to find equivalence which 
leads to the similarity of the content or message of both in the subtitle in movie's 
The Farmer and His Lazy Sons, The Crow and Old Woman, and The Crane and 
The Fox (2013) for the deaf and hard-of-hearing children. The accuracy for the 
deaf and hard-of-hearing children is a different level with the normal hearing 
children. According to Koehn (2009: 218), the accuracy for the deaf and hard-of-
hearing in the 1-5 level, whereas normal hearing children 1-3 level. 
The research uses animation film to analyze the deaf and hard-of-hearing 
children comprehension of the intrinsic element in the film. Corner (2011: 24) 
classifies animation film in three kinds. First, 2D animation is an animation 
movie with two dimensions ranged pattern, e.g. Tom and Jerry, SpongeBob 
Square pants, Upin-Ipin, etc. Second, 3D animation is an animation movie 
produced by high-tech computer and almost all of processing use computer. The 
result of this film seen real as human and animals move, e.g. Finding Nemo, 
Barbie, Frozen, etc. The third, combination, film which has a combination of the 
character in form animation and the real human. For the examples: Transformer 
and Toy Story. 
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The movie's genre that the researchers used to analyze in this paper is a 
2D animated film called The Farmer and His Lazy Sons, The Crow and Old 
Woman, and The Crane and The Fox (2013). The three movies are produced in 
accordance with the direction of the children and this film was made to convey 
the messages for learning. Based on this explanation, researchers are interested in 
analyzing the subtitles of the text contained in the films. This research is entitled 
"An Analysis of Translation Strategies in Animation Movies' Subtitles for the 
Deaf and Hard of Hearing Children". 
B. Limitation of the Problem 
The subtitle has many kinds of impressive problems that can be analyzed 
and discussed. It is impossible to analyze all of them. Therefore, this research is 
limited to the analyzed subtitling strategy and translation quality assessment in 
terms of the accuracy of subtitle animation movie for the deaf and hard of 
hearing. There are three movies, that is The Farmers and His Lazy Sons 
published on August 10, 2012, The Crow and Old Woman published on October 
4, 2013, and The Crane and The Fox published on October 2, 2013, and the 
researcher was taken movies from the videotapes by Ryme4Kids-Nursery 
Rhymes & Stories. Each movie has edited text make more efficient for deaf 
children. The edited captions summarize ideas and shorten phrases (National 
Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders, 2011). 
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C.  The Problem Formulation 
Based on the background of the study and identification of the problems are:  
1. What are the translation strategies found in subtitles animation movies for 
the deaf and hard-of-hearing entitled The Farmers and His Lazy Sons, 
The Crow and Old Woman, The Crane and The Fox?  
2. How is the subtitle quality in term accuracy from subtitle animation 
movies for the deaf and hard-of-hearing entitled The Farmers and His 
Lazy Sons, The Crow and Old Woman, The Crane and The Fox? 
 
C. The Objectives of the Study 
The main objective of the study is to help the reader know and understand 
about the translation strategy that used in subtitle animation movie on Aesop 
Fables Series, The Farmers and His Lazy Sons, The Crow and Old Woman, and 
The Crane and The Fox. Additionally, the objectives of this study are mention 
as follow: 
1. To describe what is the strategy found in subtitle animation movie for the 
deaf or hard-of-hearing. 
2. To describe the quality in term accuracy from the subtitled film animation 
movie for the deaf and hard-of-hearing? 
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D. The Benefit of the Study 
The researcher hopes that the research in this study titled "An Analysis of 
The Translation Strategy apply in a subtitle animation movie for the deaf and 
hard-of-hearing" will give some benefits, especially for the researcher and for the 
reader in general. The benefits of the study are as follow: 
1. Theoretically, this research can give more knowledge about the translation 
strategy used by the translator in subtitle animation movies' for the deaf and 
hard-of-hearing. Regarding this study, it is expected to contribute inputs and 
ideas to the other researcher. 
2.    Practical benefits 
a.    The Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing Children 
The result of this research can be useful to the deaf children to 
comprehend the story using subtitle in the animation movie. 
b.     The Researcher 
The researcher gets many useful experiences in analyze deaf children. 
They have the unique characteristic in their own more special in 
commonly.  
c.     Other Researchers 
The result of this research helps the next researcher who analyzes in the 
same object or subject of this research. The result affirms their research 
and proofs the expert theories which use to analyze the result. The 
11 
 
researcher also hopes this result can give more insight for the next 
researcher to make the research on the subtitle for deaf and hard of 
hearing children, especially about acceptability from the subtitle. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
This chapter presents the review of related literature covering: Definition of 
Translation, Audio Visual Translation (AVT), subtitling, Types of a subtitle, 
Subtitling for The Deaf and Hard of Hearing, Translation Quality Assessment, 
Subtitling strategies, and Types of Animation Movie. 
A.   Theoretical Description 
1. Audio Visual Translation (AVT) 
Audiovisual translation is a new field in translation studies which is about 
translation in electronic media. According to Cintas (2007), audiovisual 
translation refers to the translation of products in which the verbal dimension is 
supplemented by elements in other media. Besides, Chiaro (2013: 1) states 
audiovisual translation (AVT) is the term used to refer to the transfer from one 
language to another of the verbal components contained in audiovisual works 
and products. Feature films, television programs, theatrical plays, musicals, 
opera, web pages, and video games are just some examples of the vast array of 
audiovisual products available and that require translation.  
The most prominent types of audiovisual translation are dubbing and 
subtitling. The translation of any material in the audio, visual or audiovisual 
format such as dubbing, subtitling, localization, and media accessibility (audio 
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description, subtitling for the deaf and hard of hearing) are some of the most 
common technique oral or written with sound and image. The four major 
aspects that are included in this part are subtitling, dubbing, software 
localization and multimedia, and audio description. From these four aspects, the 
researcher chose subtitles as objects to be examined, because subtitle shows 
that describes all of the actions on screen, the subtitle was designed for the 
masses and normal hearing, but it could be used for the deaf and hard of 
hearing. However, it's still not as widely provided as some would hope. 
2.  Subtitle 
a. Notions of Subtitle 
The subtitle is the product of subtitling or screen translation, according 
to Chiaro (2008: 141), subtitling is one of the most widespread modalities 
adopted for translating product or audiovisual translation besides dubbing. 
Subtitling as rendering in a different language of verbal messages in film 
media, in the shape of one or more lines of written text presented on the 
screen in sync with the originally written messages Chiaro (2009:148). While 
it is normally associated with the subtitling and lip-sync dubbing of 
audiovisual material for television and cinema, its range is actually much 
greater, covering as it does the translation of television program, films, videos, 
CDs, DVDs, operas, and plays. 
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Subtitling is a process of converting the voice to the text from the TV 
broadcast, internet, film, video, CD-ROM, DVD, live broadcast and other 
productions that are showed in monitor screen (Purnomo and Untari, 2011: 2). 
Nowadays in our surrounding, the technology grows widely. One of them is a 
video that is complete by subtitle. It is able to help the viewers who do not 
understand foreign language that the video uses. It seems like the term of 
screen translation is only the process of translating between two or more 
language but this is not always like that. Subtitles can be either inter-lingual or 
intra-lingual. Intra-lingual subtitling is subtitling dialogue their first language 
in texts. American and European people on their television programs to the 
deaf and hard of hearing people who want to enjoy the television program 
normally use it.  
Meanwhile, Vanderplank in Zarei, 2009: 69) states that subtitle has a 
potential value to guide the learners by providing comprehensible language 
input. In other words, the subtitle is a textual version of a video. It can be the 
same or the other language. Subtitles are placed at the bottom of the screen 
and appear in the exact moment when a person starts to speak and conversely. 
It helps the learners to know the unfamiliar language that might be lost in the 
stream of speech. It has also a potential value to guide the learners by 
providing comprehensible language input. 
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b. Kinds of subtitling  
Gottlieb (in Baker, 2001: 247) distinguishes the different forms of subtitling 
from a linguistic viewpoint. 
1. Intralingual subtitling is a subtitle in the original language that includes 
subtitling of domestic programs for the Deaf and hard of hearing and 
subtitling of foreign language programs for language learners. 
Intralingual subtitling involves taking speech down in writing, changing 
mode but not for language. 
2. Interlingual subtitling is a subtitle in another language. In interlingual 
subtitling, the subtitler crosses over from speech in one language to 
writing in another so it changes mode and language. Whereas technically 
speaking subtitles can be either open (not optional, i.e. shown with the 
film) and closed (optional, i.e. shown via Teletext). 
Another distinction can be drawn on the basis of technical rather than 
linguistic processes of subtitling: 
1) Open subtitles (not optional) 
These include:  
 Cinema subtitles which are either a physical part of the films (as in 
films for public viewing) or transmitted separately (for example at 
festival screening) 
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 Inter-lingual television subtitles transmitted terrestrially and 
broadcast as part of the television picture. 
2) Closed subtitling (optional, transmitted as Teletext). 
This type includes: 
 Television subtitles for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, selected by 
the individual viewer on a remote-control unit and generated by a 
decoder in the television set. 
 Inter lingual television subtitles transmitted by satellite, allowing 
different speech communities to receive different versions of the 
same program simultaneously. 
3.  Subtitling for The Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing  
Subtitling for Deaf and Hearing Hardness is a subtitle translation 
technique development indicated for people who have hearing deficiencies by 
combining information from text and subtitles. Originally, subtitling for the deaf 
and hard of hearing (sometimes called as (closed) captioning) was used to gain 
access only to the main AV programs, to provide them with essential 
information. Nowadays deaf and hard of hearing people are involved in the AV 
landscape in order to ensure a greater understanding of everything that is 
produced on the screen. 
According to Pereira '(2005: 162) SDH includes a semantic account of 
what is said and what is heard in audiovisual products. Subtitles for the deaf and 
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hard-of-hearing are intended to emulate closed captions on media that does not 
support closed captions, such as digital connections like HDMI. SDH can also be 
translated into foreign languages to make accessible to the deaf content and hard 
of hearing individuals who understand other languages. Subtitles are intended for 
hearing viewers who do not understand the language. For this research, the 
researcher use translation for foreign films with subtitles only shows the spoken 
content but not the sound effects or other audio elements. 
For subtitles used for the hearing viewer, certain spatial constraints 
should be adapted for SDH. Firstly, a limited number of lines allowed for a 
subtitle leave no space for long explanations. Typically, two lines of the text are 
used and the number of characters per line can vary depending on the number of 
factors such as the format of the video, the size of the video subject, subtitling 
workstation, requirements set by film production or broadcasting companies. To 
achieve a high level of readability, an ideal subtitle is one sentence long, with its 
clause placed on separate lines (Diaz Cintas & Remeal, 2007,  pp. 172–180). 
For the deaf and hard of hearing audience, it is highly recommended to 
convert the oral content of the actors‟ dialogues into written speech by using 
subtitles of up to three, or occasionally four, lines. The text typically includes 
different color to mark either a person who is talking or the emphasis given to 
certain words within the same subtitle (Diaz Cintas, 2010, p. 347). The use of 
color in subtitles is often taken to be a special feature of subtitling for the hearing 
impaired and is used according to different conventions.  
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Teletext systems allow for the use of “seven text colors, including white; 
and eight different background (boxing colors), including black and white” 
(Baker et al. 1984:8). Text presentation plays a very important role in the overall 
quality of subtitles for, although it is largely determined by technological features 
of the subtitling system, it can be manipulated to attain desired effects. Given that 
these audiovisual texts are usually very dynamic and require a lot of attention to 
the image, subtitles keep two colors alone: white on black for speech in 
characters movies. 
4. General Requirements for Subtitle Display 
Subtitle legibility studies result in the following requirements: 
1) Teletext characters should be displayed in double height and mixed (upper 
and lower) case. 
2) Words within a subtitle should be separated by a single space. 
3) The text should normally be presented in a black box. For example: 
  Datum : 01/TFAHLS/SL.00:14/TL.00:14 
Long long ago in a village 
4) To aid readability, text can be justified left, center or right depending on 
speaker position. 
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5) The standard punctuation of printed English should be used. Punctuation 
gives valuable clues to syntactic structure and must be carefully displayed 
in order to be effective. 
6). Color  
The teletext specification currently used in the UK is limited to the 
availability of seven different text colors, including white and eight 
different backgrounds (boxing) colors, including black and white. For the 
deaf and hard-of-hearing subtitle process, the black background should be 
used and the most legible text colors on a black background are white. 
7). Control Character 
The use of double height boxed colored text generally requires six 
control characters in the teletext line, or eight control characters if 
colored background is used. Thus, the maximum space available for 
subtitle text is only 32 or 34 characters per line. 
8) Formatting  
A maximum subtitle length of two lines is recommended. Their lines may 
be used if the subtitler is confident that no important picture information 
will be obscured. Ideally, each subtitle should also comprise a single 
complete sentence. 
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9) Line Breaks 
Similar linguistic consideration should guide the subtitler in deciding how 
to format a single multi-line subtitle. Subtitle lines should end at natural 
linguistic breaks, ideally at clause or phrase boundaries. However, since 
the dictates of space within a subtitle are more severe than between 
subtitles, line breaks may also take place after a verb. 
10) Positioning subtitles on the Screen 
The normally accepted position for subtitles is towards the bottom of the 
screen, but in obeying this convention it is most important to avoid 
obscuring „on-screen‟ captions, any part of a speaker‟s mouth or any 
other important activity. Certain special program types carry a lot of 
information in the lower part of the screen (eg snooker, where most of the 
activity tends to center around the black ball) and in such cases top-screen 
positioning will be a more acceptable standard. The subtitle should be 
displayed horizontally in the direction of the appropriate speaker, or 
source of sound effect. When consecutive subtitles have boxes of similar 
size and shape and the second directly over-writes the first, it is useful to 
position them slightly differently on the screen. This makes it easier for 
the viewer to perceive that the subtitle has changed.  
11) Timing and Synchronisation 
It is crucial that subtitles are displayed for a sufficient length of time for 
viewers to read them. The subtitle presentation rate for pre-recorded 
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program should not normally exceed 140 words per minute. In 
exceptional circumstances, for example in the case of add-ons, the higher 
rate of 180 words per minute is permitted. Eye movement research shows 
that hearing-impaired viewers make use of visual cues from the faces of 
television speakers in order to direct their gaze to the subtitle area. If no 
subtitle is present, the resulting „false alarm‟ causes considerable 
frustration. Further research into eye movement has shown the following 
pattern developed by hard of hearing viewers. 
i) Change of subtitle detected 
ii) Read subtitle 
iii) Scan picture until another subtitle change is detected. 
Therefore, subtitle appearance should coincide with speech onset.  
Subtitle disappearance should coincide roughly with the end of the 
corresponding speech segment, since subtitles remaining too long on the 
screen are likely to be re-read by the viewer, ie another kind of „false 
alarm‟ 
12) Leading and Lagging 
The target point for synchronization should be at naturally occurring 
pauses in speech-sentence boundaries, or changes of scene. However, 
there are bound to be cases where this is either impractical or 
inapplicable. Recent research indicates the following: 
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i) Monologue Material   
For hard-of-hearing people viewing programmes which consist mainly 
of monologue, research has shown that perfect synchronization is not 
an absolute necessity and delays of up to six seconds do not affect 
information retention. The same is true of leading subtitles (providing 
that the first subtitle of a long speech is in synchrony). It should still be 
recognized, however, that some viewers use subtitles to support heard 
speech and will require synchronization. Therefore, the technique 
should not be over used. 
ii) Dramatic Scenes 
iii) For drama and programmes with continuous changes of shot, subtitles 
which lag behind dialogue or commentary by more than two seconds 
should be avoided. 
13) Shot Changes 
Besides the general recommendation for subtitle/speech synchronisation, 
there are certain other aspects of the television picture which influence 
subtitle timing. Subtitles that are allowed to over-run shot changes can 
cause considerable perceptual confusion and should be avoided. Eye-
movement research shows that camera-cuts in the middle of a subtitle 
presentation cause the viewer to return to the beginning of a partially read 
subtitle and to start re-reading. 
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5. The Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing  
a. The Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing children  
The deaf and hard-of-hearing children are the child who has a disturbance 
in a hearing impairment may be able to experience in the process of hearing the 
sound of the hearing. A situation that resulted in the loss of hearing the person 
cannot capture the various stimuli of sound through the sense of hearing. 
Heward and Orlansky in Mulyono&Sudjadi (1994:60) states the deaf and hard 
of hearing as the censor damage which causes sound or voice has not meant in 
everyday life. Besides, Haenudin (2013:56) states someone who has 
experienced deficiencies or loses the ability to hear better or partly as a result of 
their non-functioning effects as a whole of the listener in everyday life that 
leads to daily life.  
b.   Kinds of The Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing 
There are two kinds of the definition of loss hearing that is deaf (Tuli) and 
low of hearing (Kurang dengar). The deaf is hearing senses that shortage 
experience in serious level until cannot function. While Low of hearing is the 
hearing senses that shortage experience but still function for listening without 
use hearing aids Dwijosumarto in Somantri (1990:1). Besides, Hallahan, 
Kauffman, dan Pullen (2009: 340) states the hearing impairment the broad  
term that covers individuals  with impairments ranging from mild to profound it 
includes those who are deaf of hard-of-hearing.  
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c. The Characteristics The Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
In general, Deaf and hard-of-hearing can influence in behavior and 
characteristic the ability of using language. The speech and language of 
children with hearing impairment is different from that of a normal hearing 
child. This is due to the development of language closely related to the ability 
to hear so that the lack of understanding of vocabulary in interpreting the 
phrases of language that contain the meaning of figures and difficulty 
interpreting abstract words. The deaf language skills will not develop unless he 
is given special education and training.  
According to Hallahan, Kauffman, and Pullen (2012:329-335), deaf or 
hard hearing have several psychological and behavioral characteristics. They 
can be seen from their spoken language development, communication ability, 
academic achievement, social adaptation, and intelligence. 
(a). Spoken Language Development 
The deaf have problems in communication with the society where they 
live. The development spoken language is different from the one who can 
hear well. The deaf ability in communication is influenced by (1) degree 
of hearing impairment and (2) the age of onset of the hearing impairment. 
They have difficulties in developing the speech intelligence although after 
intensive speech therapy. 
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(b). Sign language (communication ability) 
Although deaf or hard hearing have problem in learning spoken language 
but they can learn sign language easily. A manual language used by 
people who are deaf to communicate is a true language with its own 
grammar.  Sign language has its complexity in grammar as spoken 
language. It has grammatical structure at syntax as well as the word or 
sign level. Complex language that employs signs made by moving the 
hands combined with facial expressions and postures of the body. It is the 
primary language of many North Americans who are deaf and is one of 
several communication options used by people who are deaf or hard-of-
hearing, deaf and hard of hearing children like all children have a right to 
language. Signed language, being a visual language, is the only 
completely accessible language for these children.  Exposure to signed 
language from the onset is the only way to ensure this right. (Davidson et 
al., 2014; Siegel, 2008). 
 (c). Academic achievement 
Most deaf children have different abilities in the academic achievement of 
listening children. The skills that are most affected in achievement are the 
skills of reading, writing and arithmetic. Deaf children are sometimes 
unintentional and unconsciously, unable to access the language of their 
family or peers because the language is not in visual form. Families that 
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more involved in child‟s education have high expectation for 
achievement. Therefore it can influence higher academic achievement 
than who have unsupportive family.  
(d). Social Adaptation 
The social development and personality of the deaf depends on their 
communication. The deaf often find difficulties in communicating with 
other because of the lack of language accessible to the deaf. Language 
deprivation is the harm that results when a child does not receive 
sufficient language input to acquire or learn any language or readily 
develop cognitive capabilities.  The presence of a signed language from 
birth greatly reduces this risk of harm (Humphries et al., 2012). 
(e). Intellectual ability   
The deaf might not have spoken language. If they use American language 
usually they use a true language with its grammar rules. Any intelligence 
testing that is done by the researchers. The test tends to performance test 
rather than verbal test. The result showed that there is no difference in IQ 
between the deaf and those who hear.  
 
Hearing loss has implications for the development of experiences of 
different deaf children from normal-hearing children (Goldin-Meadow and 
Mayberry, Marschark in Untari 2017). Most deaf children have different 
characteristics that cause deaf children to have difficulty understanding 
something that is written text. The low understanding of deaf children with 
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written texts does not come from low intellectuals, but is generally caused by 
intelligence that does not get the opportunity to learn to understand optimally.  
People can understand the other person's talk by "reading" his words 
through the movement of his lips. However, only about 50% of speech sounds 
can be seen on the lips (Berger, 1972). This makes it very difficult for those 
whose disability occurs during the pre-tribulation period. A person can be a 
good reader if supported by a good knowledge of the structure of language so 
that it can make the right guess about the "hidden" sounds. So, deaf people 
whose normal language is usually a better reader than an ordinary deaf, the deaf 
people whose normal language is usually better readers than preterm deaf, non-
deaf people without training can read lips better than deaf people who are 
forced to rely on this method (Ashman & Elkins, 1994). In order for them to 
learn or improve their reading, visual aid such as text with pictures should be 
used, because words cannot be presented or used in isolation, they need to be 
used in a meaningful context (Durkin, 2014).  
The deaf and hard of hearing children have difficulty with low-level 
skills that inhibit development such as word recognition, decoding, sentence-
level processing, and text comprehension. Deaf people are able to acquire 
necessary information. In addition, television offers a programme maker the 
opportunity to code information by four different "signal routes" (Roffe, 
1995:219) or "simultaneous channels" (Gottlieb, 1998:245):  
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 The verbal auditory channel (including dialogue, background voices, and 
sometimes lyrics).  
 The non-verbal auditory channel (including music, natural sound and 
sound effects). 
 The verbal visual channel (including superimposed titles and written signs 
on the screen). 
 The non-verbal channel (picture composition and flow). 
In addition, there is some visual strategy assistance that can be used for 
students to understand the text. Like subtitles, Subtitle is dialogue which is 
transferred into visible text. Especially for the deaf and hard-or-hearing 
something that is visualized on the screen can be expected to help structure or 
syntactic text subtitling so that it is easy to understand. In accordance with 
Fernandes' theory (2003:12), the text is representative of what is being said on 
screen and appears for everybody to see. It is, thus, intended for the Deaf as 
well as the hearing television viewer. 
Subtitling not only provides additional, otherwise necessary, information 
services to a larger audience but it is specifically accessible to "people learning 
a second language, people with learning disabilities and children starting to 
read (Rnid, Efhoh & Fepeda, 2002:5). Subtitles for deaf children have been set 
using a strategy that is able to provide more understanding for the deaf with 
written texts and sentence. 
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 According to Masnur Muslich (2010:123) sentence is the smallest part 
of speech of text (discourse) that expresses grammatically intact thoughts. As 
the process of understanding sentences and new vocabulary for the deaf and 
hard-of-hearing children to use familiar words, use objects that are of interest to 
children. According to Nurhadi (1995: 377) How to teach sentence, the 
structure of the sentence taught together is the structure sentence that can be 
taught is the S-P-O pattern. For example sentence, namely (a) I eat bread, (b) 
Aldi reads books, (c) Father buy clothes. So to teach the deaf and hard-of-
hearing should be as concrete possible, the deaf children write sentences 
according to what they saw first.  
 
6.  Subtitling Strategies For The Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing 
Subtitle translation aim is to translate a verbal language to written and to 
transfer the information to the viewers in a limited space. Unlike literally 
translation, a subtitler (person who translate subtitle) needs an excellent listening 
skill to translate. In subtitle translation, the content in target text should have the 
equivalence as in source text. In order to balance the content in the source text and 
target text, the subtitler uses subtitling strategies. The solution will be materialized 
by using particular strategies especially subtitle for the deaf and hard-of-hearing. 
These are the subtitling strategies used in translating adopted from Lomheim 
(1995, 1999). Lomheim suggests consists of seven strategies only, as follow: 
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a. Verbatim subtitling 
All the words of the original are used in the subtitle in exactly the same word 
order. For SDH, there is a mostly used strategy, namely the default strategy. A 
subtitler will revert to other strategies only if they have any reason to believe 
that verbatim will be inappropriate in a particular instance. 
b. Transposition  
All the words of the original are used, but there is a change in word order.  
c. Addition / Expansion 
All (or some of) the words of the original are used, while new words are also 
added to the subtitle.  
d. Deletion  
Only some of the words of the original dialogue are used, as certain words are 
omitted. 
e. Condensation 
The original or part of the original is replaced by a shorter term, perhaps 
they‟ll find becomes they may find. 
f. Paraphrase  
Paraphrase is a substitution where the new term is neither shorter nor more 
specific or more general than the original. More often than not, paraphrase 
involves simplification, either syntactic or lexical. In syntactic simplification, 
a syntactic structure considered difficult is replaced by another considered 
easier to understand (e.g. a relative clause might become a main clause, or a 
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passive construction may become active), whereas in lexical simplification a 
word or phrase considered difficult is replaced by a simpler word/phrase.  
g. Specification  
The original or part of the original is replaced by a more specific term 
h. Generalization  
This is the opposite strategy to specification. The original or part of the 
original is replaced by a more general term.  
G. Translation Quality Assessment 
Translation quality assessment is one of important aspect to assess the final 
product in the translation. According to Newmark (1988: 184) “Translation 
quality assessment is very important in the process of translation and it became a 
significant link between translation theory and its practice. Besides, TQA is most 
commonly carried out looking at adequacy and fluency, although secondary 
measures can also be employed to assess the readability, comprehensibility, 
usability and acceptability of translations.  
Adequacy (also called accuracy or fidelity in certain studies devoted to 
MT evaluation, MTE) is a well-established TQA measure for MT output (Koehn 
2009:218ff), and is typically defined as the extent to which the translation 
transfers the meaning of the source-language unit into the target. Adequacy 
judgements are often used alongside those concerning fluency, which instead 
focuses on the target text and is typically defined as the extent to which the 
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translation follows the rules and norms of the target-language (regardless of the 
source or input text). Adequacy and fluency are typically assessed using ordinal 
scales in the form of Likert scales. 
Below is an operationalised measure of adequacy from a TQA in anMT 
research. 
 
 
Completely        Mostly      Somewhat       Mostly       Completely 
  Inaccurate      Inaccurate      Accurate        Accurate        Accurate 
 
In order to extract overlapping qualities and identifiable parameters that are 
equally represented in both the ITC Guide on Standards for Subtitling  (1999) 
and  the BBC Subtitling Guide (1  998), these guides will be analysed in terms 
of the following categories: 
 Appearance on screen  
 Comprehensiveness  of  information  
 Reading speed  
 Sound effects  
 Synchronisation and time 
 
 
2 3 4 5 1 
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The explanation as follows: 
1. Appearance on screen  
a) Positioning of Subtitles 
Towards the bottom of the screen, subtitles should either be 
consistently left-aligned or centred in order not to detract from the 
focus. Subtitles were centred then they could “watch the actors‟ faces 
and read the subtitles at the same time (SABC, 2000).  Deaf audiences 
need to co-ordinated the appearance of the subtitles with the source of 
the speaker. In other words, they want to know where the speaker is on 
screen in relation of the subtitling. 
b) Text Display 
Subtitles should be highly legible with clear lettering and clearly 
visible against all backgrounds. Subtitles should also be presented in a 
front which is easy to read in order for the Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing 
viewer to know precisely there is a speaker narrating off-camera. 
Moreover, each subtitle should comprise a single complete sentence 
and subtitle text must also be distributed from line to line and page to 
page.  
In addition, the number of lines in any subtitle must be limited 
two. The upper line and the lower line of a two line subtitle should be 
equal in length and wherever two lines of unequal length are used, the 
upper line should be shorter in order to keep as much of the image free 
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as possible. The volume of information that is condensed and then 
subtitled should be presented within the number of lines proposed so 
as not to interrupt the viewing experience of both Deaf and Hard-of-
Hearing viewers. 
c) Display Time and Text Characters 
The subtitler will have to consider how long subtitles must stay 
on screen in order to be read by different Deaf viewers groups as well 
as the character limit for each subtitle line. It is important to allow 
Deaf viewers to have adequate time to read subtitles while following 
other visual cues and action on-screen.  
2. Comprehensive of information  
The comprehensiveness of information will among other things 
largely be influenced by the extent of editing of information that is 
presented to the Deaf viewer. Even though the text may be condensed, 
subtitles should be precise and convey information which will be easily 
read by The Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing. Each subtitle should therefore be 
semantically self-contained, all idiomatic and cultural nuances should be 
considered, and the language in which subtitles are presented should be 
grammatically correct. 
3. Reading Speed 
There are certain features considered to have a marked effect on 
reading. The reading speed of the intended audience has to be taken into 
consideration in relation to aspects. These includes “subtitle rate (speed at 
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which subtitles are displayed); lead times (time at which subtitles appear 
after the onset of speech); shot changes (number of shot changes 
occurring with a subtitle); extent of editing (number and type of 
omissions from the source utterance); and visibility of speaker (whether a 
speaker is on- or off-screen)”.There have been many difficulties 
establishing reading speed for the deaf and hard-of-hearing viewers, as no 
figures have been accepted (Luyken et al., 1991).  
According to the ITC Guide (1999:19) for many pre-lingually deaf 
children, preliminary experiments suggest that a subtitle presentation rate 
of 70-80 words per minute is appropriate. The subtitle presentation rate 
for pre-recorded programmes should "not normally exceed 140 words per 
minute", ITC Guide (1999: l I). In addition, it was found that "deaf 
children over 11 years benefit from subtitles as they are currently 
provided" but "children under the age of 11 years need simpler subtitles" 
(ITC, 1999:19).  
4. Sound effects 
The Deaf and hard of hearing do not have access to the soundtrack 
of a programme. Therefore, any relevant sound effect not immediately 
obvious from the visual action should be subtitled. Any relevant dialogue 
off-screen or other off-camera voices should also be subtitled. Expressive 
dialogue (for tone of voice) that is critical to the meaning of the scene can 
be represented by using '(!)' and/lor '(?)' (ITC, l999:13). 
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5. Synchronization and time 
Subtitles have to "synchronize with both speech and moving image" 
(de Linde & Kay, 1999:48). According to the BBC Guide (1998:39), 
subtitles must remain on screen long enough to be read by a Deaf or hard-
of-hearing  viewer who will also be  trying  to  take in other visual 
information at the same time. 
8.  Animation Movie 
Nowadays, not only of domestic animation movie that became a spectacle 
of children but also the foreign movie being watched by children. The film 
became the most popular by children as an entertainment, children usually fond 
of something that has an interesting thing. One way to create the intention of 
children is to make a movement images on film and also colorful image called 
animation film.  
The Animation is a series of rapid motion picture constant that has a 
relationship with each other, animation that initially was just a series of a 
picture moved so it looks life (Adinda&Adjie, 2011). The animation is 
described as art basics in studying the motion of an object, the movement is the 
main Foundation so that a character looks real. The movement has close links 
in the timing of the animation in some sense already explains 
(Maestri&Adindha, 2006). 
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From the explanations, the animation is a technique certain in the 
production work audiovisual base on the arrangement time the picture. The 
pictures have been a combination of the several of pictures that move so looks 
real.   
9.  Types of Animation Movie 
Animation has been developed in accordance with the existing 
technological advance making it appear the type of animation, the techniques 
used to create animated the more diverse (Djalle, 2007).  
Describe the types of animation that often produced. 
1.  Animation 2D animation types, better known as making cartoon movie 
animation techniques using hand draw or animated representations of 
the cell, directly on film or digitally. 
2.  Stop-motion Animation, is a type of animation that is the image pieces 
are arranged so that the moving. 
3.  3D animation is a development arising out of the technology very rapidly. 
And it looks more real than in 2D. 
Then it can be inferred that this type of animated film is now the merger 
between the previous animation types. Animation started from 2D which 
growth became 3D so make the animation picture of illustration seem alive. 
The use of animation in the foreign country has been reached in Indonesian. 
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However, people should comprehend the meaning of context from animation 
film. The language used by many people in the foreign country is different, thus 
not everyone understands about the language in a foreign film, they need a 
translator to translate the language of films in the overseas film into a text that 
is displayed on the screen called subtitle. 
B.  Previous Studies 
The researcher finds three previous studies which are related to this research. 
The first research report from Lilik Untari (2017), Teacher of the State 
Islamic Institute of Surakarta, with the title Model Simplikasi Teks Subtitle Bagi 
Anak Tunarungu this research discus about "How is the preparation of 
simplification of subtitles in Islamic animated films for deaf children" 
presenting the meaning of human activities, namely how deaf children receive a 
compiled text accompanying moving images so as to provide a more 
comprehensive picture of the motion pictures using qualitative descriptive 
research designs.  
The subjects of this study were deaf children at the high school level who 
had graduated from SLB-B YRTRW. This subject was chosen with the 
consideration that the subtitle was shown for the subject who had the ability to 
divide the attention between reading the text and observing the image in 
reading the subtitle text. High school level children are assumed to have been 
able to follow this fairly fast text change. And the results in this study are, the 
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simplification model proposed in this study can be well received by the 
research subjects. The average percentage of sentences that can be easily 
understood by the research subjects is 91%. Thus it can be concluded that the 
preparation of subtitles based on primitive semantics, universal words that have 
a basic meaning and do not contain culture, can be understood by deaf children 
well. 
The second article from Agnieszka Szarkowska, Jagoda Zbikowskaa, and 
Izabela Krejtz (2014) entitled Strategies for rendering multilingualism in 
subtitling for the deaf and hard of hearing. in this paper present a set of 
strategies for rendering the presence of multiple language in multilingual films 
in subtitling for the deaf and hard of hearing (SDH): vehichular matching, 
explicit attribution, colour-coding and linguistic homogenization. And also 
report on an online study among deaf and hard of hearing polish participants 
regarding their preferences for specific SDH strategies. The findings show that, 
even when most participants prefer more informative strategies where 
indications of multilingualism are made explicit. 
The third article from Joselia Neves (2005), students of Roehampton 
University entitled title Interlingual Subtitling for The Deaf and Hard of 
Hearing. In this thesis, Neves conclude it seems appropriate to address the issue 
of SDH anew in order to bring to the fore commonly held and often erroneous 
notions about SDH: That SDH is interlingual subtitling that the deaf and HoH 
are one and the same group and that these specially conceived subtitles are for 
hearing impaired viewers alone. She also conclude subtitles for the deaf are 
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essential for this particular group, helpful to the hard of hearing, and not 
necessarily disruptive or annoying to many hearers, provided that they are made 
with sensitivity and coherence. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A.  Research Methods 
In this research, the researcher uses a descriptive qualitative method. The 
research uses a descriptive qualitative research which focused on providing the 
description of phenomena that occurred naturally without the intervention of an 
experiment. Moleong (2004:3) states that “qualitative research is a research 
procedure that produced the descriptive data such as written words or spoken 
words from people or activities that can be observed.  
According to Bogdan and Bilken (1982: 28) that one feature of qualitative 
research is that it is descriptive. Descriptive method is used to describe, explain, 
and analyze the phenomenon which occurred behind the data. In this study, 
qualitative descriptive research was applied in this research because of the data, 
not statistical or number data. The researcher only described subtitle strategy 
particularly focused on the word or phrase on the form of a sentence to analyze 
and found the subtitling strategy and accuracy from the subtitle animation 
movies for the deaf and hard-of-hearing. The purpose uses of qualitative 
research in the research is to understand  something specifically, not always 
looking for the cause and effect of something and to deep comprehension about 
something that studied. 
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B.  Data and Data Source 
 Data is very important element in research and may have many 
different forms. According to Arikunto (2006:107) the data many appear in the 
form of discourse, sentence, clause, phrase, word, or even morpheme. The data 
of this research are subtitle text which formed as sentence. The English 
language is the source language while Indonesian is the target language.  
According to Arikunto (1998: 114), a source of the data is subject from 
which the data are obtained. The source of the data in this research is taken 
from three movies entitled The Farmer and His Lazy sons, The Crow and Old 
Woman and The Crane and The fox (2013) from the videotapes by Ryme4Kids-
Nursery Rhymes & Stories. The researcher found the totals of data are 140 data.  
C.  The Technique of Data Collection 
To collect the data, the researcher used a technique. Collecting data 
means a process of which the data are collected. Creswell (1994:194) explains 
that the technique of collecting data in qualitative research consist of four basic 
types namely observation, interviews, documents, and visual image. In this 
research, the researcher applied technique of documentation of data collection. 
Documentation method is the method of collecting data by making a note 
of the data which has existed. According to Guba and Lincoln (1981) explain 
that document is every written material or film which often use for research 
requirement. The researcher use subtitles and picture of movie‟s videos of The 
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Farmer and His Lazy sons, The Crow and Old Woman and The Crane and The 
fox (2013). 
The data are found by following steps: 
1. Watching the movie animation with the title The Farmer and His Lazy 
sons, The Crow and Old Woman and The Crane and The Fox. 
2. The researcher examines the video by writing down what the speakers 
said in the movie with the title The Farmer and His Lazy sons, The 
Crow and Old Woman and The Crane and The fox movie.  
3. Listing the category of all data to the table to know the classification.  
4. Classifying and grouping the source and target language of the movie 
animation contains subtitling strategies based on Lomheim (1999) 
5. Analyzing the data which reflects all of the classification of subtitle 
strategies. 
In order to make it easier, the researcher giving the code for each data for 
example: 
1. Coding of subtitling strategies 
The researcher uses coding of subtitling strategies to find strategy of 
subtitling that uses in each of data. For detail coding as follow: 
Table 3.1 
NO STRATEGY DD 
01/TFATLS/SL.00:09/TL.00:09 Add  
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NOTE: 
No  : Number of the data 
01/TFATLS/SL.00:09/TL.00:09 
NOTE: 
01                : Data Number 
TFATLS      : Title the Movie 
SL.00:09      : Source Language in minute 00:09 
TL.00:09      : Target Language in minute 00:09 
Strategy        : Subtitling Strategy 
Add : Classification of subtitling strategy found in the data 
DD  : Data Description 
2. Coding Accuracy 
The researcher uses coding of accuracy to find accuracy that uses in each 
of data. For detail coding as follow: 
Table 3.2 
 
NO 
 
SS 
AC  
Co 1 
(CI) 
2 
(MI) 
3 
(SA) 
4 
(MA) 
5 
(CA) 
01/TFATLS/SL.
00:09/TL.00:09 
del       
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NOTE: 
No  : Number of the data 
01/TFATLS/SL.00:09/TL.00:09 
NOTE: 
01                : Data Number 
TFATLS      : Title the Movie 
SL.00:09      : Source Language in minute 00:09 
TL.00:09      : Target Language in minute 00:09 
Strategy        : Subtitling Strategy 
Del : Classification of subtitling strategy found in the data 
AC                 : Point of Accuracy 
1 : Completely Inaccurate  
2 : Mostly Inaccurate 
3 : Somewhat Accurate 
4 : Mostly Accurate 
5 : Completely Accurate 
 
D.  The Technique of Validation Data 
Data is one of important things for the research. Data that have been 
successfully excavated, collected, and recorded in research activities, should be 
strived for steadfastness and confidence. Provision of research data depends not 
only on the accuracy of choosing data sources and collection techniques but 
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also required techniques of data validity development (Sutopo, 2002). This 
research applied trustworthiness in order to know the research validity. 
According to Moleong (2001: 173) to gain trustworthiness, there are four 
criteria such as credibility, dependability, conformability, and transferability. 
This research applied credibility and dependability to obtain trustworthiness of 
the data. First, credibility was used to ensure the correctness of the data. In 
achieving credibility, this research used the triangulation technique. 
According to Moleong (2001:128) Triangulation is a technique for 
checking the trustworthiness of data by using something outside the data to 
verify the data or to compare them. Based on (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Patton, 
1980) there are four types of triangulation: by source, by the method, an expert, 
and by theory. This research used the theory and expert judgment. The main 
source was subtitle animation movie for the deaf and hard of hearing. 
Moreover, there were some theories that support the credibility of this research. 
For the subtitling strategies that were found, the researcher looked out and 
validated the subtitling strategies through the theory of subtitling strategies 
according to Lomheim (1999) strategies. 
In the criteria of dependability, it concerned about the reliability of the 
data of the research. The data findings of this research were subtitles of 
animation of three films by Aesop Fables. Then, the results of the data findings 
were compared and analyzed with theory. After that to investigate the quality of 
the subtitle for the deaf and hard hearing related to functional equivalence 
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researchers using rater and to validate the data the researcher uses expert 
judgment. 
Expert judgment in this research is SF. Lukfianka Sanjaya Purnama, S.S, 
M.S., M.Hum.  He is had finished his study of English Lecture in Sebelas Maret 
University after that continued his study of S2 Linguistik Penerjemahan in 
Sebelas Maret University on 2014. He worked as a lecturer in IAIN Surakarta 
since 2008. Besides, from being a teacher, he is currently also a game developer 
and practitioner as well as an audiovisual translation researcher covering 
subtitling, dubbing, and voice-over. In the field of subtitling, he once produced 
subtitling which was intended for deaf people. 
E.  The Technique of Data Analysis 
The researcher does not only collecting the data, but also analyzes the 
data to obtain the research result. In analyzing the data, the researcher uses 
some steps as Miles and Huberman, (1994:11); data condensation, data display, 
conclusion and verification. 
1. Data Condensation 
It is the process of selecting or selecting, focusing, simplifying and 
replacing data provided by the field, interviewing transcripts, documents as 
well as empirical data obtained. In this study, data collection was carried 
out with documentation. The researcher was listening and watching the 
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three animation movie for the deaf and hard hearing, writes down the 
transcription sheet of the movie script as the target language. 
 
2. Data Display 
Next the researcher presented the data. The presentation of the data is done 
with the aim that the author can more easily understand the problems related 
to the research and can do the next step. Data presentation can be done with 
charts, description, schemes, etc. (miles & Huberman). This research uses 
tables to present the data. It is used to deliver data clearly. 
 
3. Drawing and Verifying Conclusion 
The last step is drawing and verifying conclusion. In this step, all the data 
from the start of the data collection will be validated first, after the data has 
been validated and revised, the researcher analyzing the translation quality 
and it's rectification to find the accuracy. Last, the researcher draws a 
conclusion based on data analysis and the comments of the raters.   
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter focuses on the analysis and the discussion to answer the problem 
as mentioned in chapter one. The discussion is about the subtitling strategies in 
animation movie for the deaf and hard-of-hearing. The analysis in this chapter used 
the theories from Lomheim (1995, 1999). The analysis is started by displaying data 
and data analysis, the analysis divided into two parts. The first is analyzing of 
subtitling strategy in the transcript from English into Indonesian and subtitle each 
film.  The second is analysis about the quality assessment in term “Accuracy” of the 
subtitle translation movie based on the result from three raters used theories from 
Flesch-Kincaid (Flesch 1948; Kincaid et al. 1975. 
A. Research Findings 
1. Subtitling Strategies 
The results of the study and discussion of the subtitles of the animation 
movie for the deaf and the hard-of-hearing began with the grouping of text over 
languages based on the translation strategies used of the eight-film translation 
strategy that exist in the theory of Lomheim (1995, 1999), namely verbatim 
subtitling, transposition, addition/expansion, deletion, condensation, paraphrase, 
generalization, specification. 140 data which using subtitling strategy found; 
there are 38 data belong to verbatim subtitling (27,14%), 3 data belong to 
transposition (2,14%), 19 data belong to addition (13,5%), 39 data belong to 
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deletion (28%), 20 data belong to condensation (14,2%), 12 data belong to 
paraphrase (8,57%), 5 data belong to specification (3,6%), 4 data belong to 
generalization (2,85%).  
The discussion does not cover all of the data. Instead, give some example from 
the data to make clearly discussion. 
a. Verbatim subtitling 
Verbatim subtitling is all the words of the original are used in the subtitle in 
exactly the same word order. For SDH, there is a mostly used strategy, 
namely the default strategy. The researcher found 8 data and shows 1 
example of subtitling strategy of verbatim subtitling. It can be seen from the 
data below:  
Datum : 38/TCATOW/SL.04:03/TL.04:03 
Table 4.3 Datum 38 
Source text Target text 
And was proud when he heard 
these words 
Dan dia bangga ketika 
mendengar kata kata itu  
 
Subtitling strategy from Datum : 38/TCATOW/SL.04:03/TL.04:03 is 
verbatim subtitling. The translation text above the translator changes the 
order of words from the source text to the target text. This is caused by the 
difference in the structure of the vocabulary arrangement between the two 
texts. In the source text the word "He" is in the fifth row, whereas the target 
text was placed second in the translation of the text. It was done to make the 
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language simple and easy to understand by viewers who were deaf children. 
Other data including verbatim subtitling such as data number 
01/TFAHLS/SL.00:14/TL.00:14,02/TFAHLS/SL.00:17/TL.00:17,04/TFAH
LS/SL.00:45/TL.00:45,07/TFAHLS/SL.01:44/TL.01:44,8/TFAHLS/SL.01:5
0/TL.01:50,15/TFAHLS/SL.02:49/TL.02:49,16/TFAHLS/SL.02:58/TL.02:5
8,27/TFAHLS/SL.04:19/TL.04:19,29/TFAHLS/SL.04:33/TL.04:33,33/TFA
HLS/SL.05:17/TL.05:17,35/TFAHLS/SL.05:44/TL.05:44,36/TFAHLS/SL.0
5:56/TL.05:56,03/TCATOW/SL.00:22/TL.00:22,04/TCATOW/SL.00:25/TL
.00:25,06/TCATOW/SL.00:37/TL.00:37,08/TCATOW/SL.00:49/TL.00:49, 
09/TCATOW/SL.01:03/TL.01:03,18/TCATOW/SL.02:02/TL.02:06,23/TCA
TOW/SL.02:29/TL.02:29,28/TCATOW/SL.02:58/TL.02:58,33/TCATOW/S
L.03:30/TL.03:30,34/TCATOW/SL.03:36/TL.03:36,38/TCATOW/SL.04:03
/TL.04:03,39/TCATOW/SL.04:14/TL.04:14,40/TCATOW/SL.04:18/TL.04:
18,41/TCATOW/SL.04:25/TL.04:25,44/TCATOW/SL.04:44/TL.04:44,01/T
FATC/SL.00:13/TL.00:13,02/TFATC/SL.00:17/TL.00:17,03/TFATC/SL.00
:20/TL.00:20,08/TFATC/SL.00:43/TL.00:43,12/TFATC/SL.01:02/TL.01:0,
20/TFATC/SL.01:48/TL.01:48,25/TFATC/SL.02:12/TL.02:12,40/TFATC/S
L.03:29/TL.03:29,44/TFATC/SL.03:43/TL.03:43,46/TFATC/SL.04:09/TL.0
4:09, 56/TFATC/SL.05:07/TL.05:07. 
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b. Transposition 
All the words of the original are used, but there is a change in word order. 
The researcher shows 1 example from 3 data of subtitling strategy of 
transposition. It can be seen from the data below: 
Datum : 31/TFAHLS/SL.05:08?TL.05:08 
Table 4.4 Datum 31 
Source Text Target Text 
It rained well that years Tahun itu hujan turun dengan baik 
 
Subtitling strategy from the datum : 31/TFAHLS/SL.05:08?TL.05:08 
is transposition because there is a change in word order. In source text, the 
sentence “It rained well that years” has S-V-Adj-Adv structure such as It 
(Subject) rained (Verb) well (Adj) that years (Adv). Meanwhile, in target 
text the sentence is changed into structure Adv-S-V-Adj such as Tahun itu 
(Adv) Hujan (S) Turun (V) dengan baik (Adj). If the translated literally it 
can be make the deaf and hard-of-hearing children difficult to understand the 
meaning from source text into target text. Other data including transposition 
such as data number 03/TFAHLS/SL.00:21/TL.00:21, 
05/TFAHLS/SL.01:27/TL.01:27, 31/TFAHLS/SL.05:08/TL.05:08. 
c. Paraphrase  
Paraphrase is a substitution where the new term is neither shorter nor 
more specific or more general than the original words. The researcher shows 
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1 example from 12 data of subtitling strategy of paraphrase. It can be seen 
from the data below: 
Datum : 13/TFATC/SL.01:04/TL.01:04 
Table 4.5 Datum 13 
Source text Target text 
Why don‟t‟ you join me for 
dinner on coming Sunday? 
Datanglah kerumahku dan 
makan bersamaku 
 
Subtitling strategy from datum 13/TFATC/SL.01:04/TL.01:04:  The 
translator reasons are learning the message. The researcher thought that 
maybe the translator decides to translate “Why don’t’ you join me for dinner 
on coming Sunday?” into “Datanglah kerumahku dan makan bersamaku” 
because if the translator translate it into word-to-word from source text it 
will make the audience who are the deaf and hard-of-hearing will find it 
difficult to understand the meaning in the text.  
Other data including paraphrase such as data number 
06/TFAHLS/SL.01:34/TL.01:34,02/TCATOW/SL.00:16/TL.00:16,05/TCA
TOW/SL.00:29/TL.00:29,14/TCATOW/SL.01:43/TL.01:43,06/TFATC/SL.
00:38/TL.00:38,07/TFATC/SL.00:04/TL.00:41,10/TFATC/SL.00:50/TL.00:
50,13/TFATC/SL.01:04/TL.01:0,21/TFATC/SL.01:51/TL.01:51,32/TFATC/
SL.02:44/TL.02:44,42/TFATC/SL.03:11/TL.03:11,53/TFATC/SL.04:47/TL.
04:47. 
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d. Addition/Expansion 
All (or some of) the words of the original are used, while new words 
also added to the subtitles. The researcher shows 1 example from 19 data of 
subtitling strategy of addition/expansion. It can be seen from the data below: 
Datum : 24/TFAHLS/SL.03:59/TL.03:59 
Table 4.6 Datum 24 
Source Text Target Text 
But realized that something had to 
be done for food 
Tapi mereka segera sadar harus 
melakukan sesuatu supaya dapat 
makan 
 
Subtitling strategy from datum: 24/TFAHLS/SL.03:59/TL.03:59 is 
addition strategy, because the translator adding the information pronouns in 
target text. It can be seen when the translator delivers “But realized that 
something had to be done for food” into “Tapi mereka segera sadar harus 
melakukan sesuatu supaya dapat makan”. The translator added pronouns 
“mereka” in target text which can be help the deaf and hard of hearing to 
easily understand about the meaning from source text. Other data including 
addition such as data number 9/TFAHLS/SL.01:59/TL.01:59, 
10/TFAHLS/SL.02:14/TL.02:14,13/TFAHLS/SL.02:29/TL.02:29,14/TFAH
LS/SL.02:37/TL.02:37,17/TFAHLS/SL.03:07/TL.03:07,18/TFAHLS/SL.03:
18/TL.03:18,19/TFAHLS/SL.03:21/TL.03:21,20/TFAHLS/SL.03:28/TL.03:
28,21/TFAHLS/SL.03:35/TL.03:35,24/TFAHLS/SL.03:59/TL.03:59,25/TF
AHLS/SL.04:07/TL.04:07,26/TFAHLS/SL.04:14/TL.04:14,28/TFAHLS/SL
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.04:25/TL.04:25,32/TFAHLS/SL.05:14/TL.05:14,34/TFAHLS/SL.05:23/TL.
05:23,15/TCATOW/SL.01:48/TL.01:48,21/TCATOW/SL.02:19/TL.02:19, 
31/TFATC/SL.02:42/TL.02:42, 55/TFATC/SL.04:57/TL.04:57. 
e. Deletion 
Only some of the words of the original dialogue are used, as certain 
words are omitted. The researcher shows 1 example from 39 data of 
subtitling strategy of deletion. It can be seen from the data below: 
 
Datum : 26/TFATC/SL.02:12/TL.02:12 
Table 4.7 Datum 26 
 
 
 
 
 The strategy in datum: 26/TFATC/SL.02:12/TL.02:12 is deletion 
strategy. The meaning words “Placed it on table” in source text not 
translated by translator. The translator considers that the meaning of source 
text will not be lost although the “placed it on table” is not translated. The 
meaning of source text is rendered well although the “placed it on table” is 
deleted and it does not make misunderstanding by the deaf and hard-of-
hearing children to understand meaning in plot movie. Other data including 
deletion such as data number 11/TFAHLS/SL.02:20/TL.02:20, 
22/TFAHLS/SL.03:41/TL.03:41,23/TFAHLS/SL.03:50/TL.03:50,07/TCAT
OW/SL.00:45/TL.00:45,11/TCATOW/SL.01:22/TL.01:22,17/TCATOW/SL
Source Text Target Text 
So Tricky poured the 
soup in two plate and 
placed it on table 
Tricky menaruh sup di dalam dua piring 
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.01:57/TL.01:57,19/TCATOW/SL.02:08/TL.02:08,20/TCATOW/SL.02:18/
TL.02:18,24/TCATOW/SL.02:35/TL.02:35,25/TCATOW/SL.02:39/TL.02:3
9,32/TCATOW/SL.03:26/TL.03:26,35/TCATOW/SL.03:52/TL.03:52,43/TC
ATOW/SL.04:36/TL.04:36,45/TCATOW/SL.04:49/TL.04:49,09/TFATC/S
L.00:48/TL.00:48,11/TFATC/SL.00:53/TL.00:53,14/TFATC/SL.01:09/TL.0
1:09,15/TFATC/SL.01:14/TL.01:14,16/TFATC/SL.01:23/TL.01:23,17/TFA
TC/SL.01:36/TL.01:36,18/TFATC/SL.01:41/TL.01:41,19/TFATC/SL.01:43
/TL.01:43,23/TFATC/SL.02:03/TL.02:03,24/TFATC/SL.02:08/TL.02:08,26
/TFATC/SL.02:15/TL.02:15,27/TFATC/SL.02:21/TL.02:21,29/TFATC/SL.
02:31/TL.02:31,33/TFATC/SL.02:43/TL.02:43,34/TFATC/SL.02:57/TL.02:
57,41/TFATC/SL.03:29/TL.03:29,43/TFATC/SL.03:38/TL.03:38,45/TFAT
C/SL.04:04/TL.04:04,48/TFATC/SL.04:18/TL.04:8,50/TFATC/SL.04:30/T
L.04:30,52/TFATC/SL.04:41/TL.04:41,54/TFATC/SL.04:47/TL.04:47,57/T
FATC/SL.05:14/TL.05:14, 58/TFATC/SL.05:21/TL.05:21. 
f. Condensation  
Condensation is the original or part of the original is replaced by a 
shorter term, perhaps they will find becomes they may find. The researcher 
shows 1 example from 20 data of strategies condensation. It can be seen 
from the data below: 
Datum :  01/TCATOW/SL.00:13/TL.00:13 
Table 4.8 Datum 01 
Source text Target text 
There was a village Singanallur Di desa Singanallur 
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The strategy in datum: 01/TCATOW/SL.00:13/TL.00:13. The 
translator used the strategy condensation because if the translated literally, it 
can make the deaf and hard-of-hearing miss understand about the meaning, 
the translator makes a simple and easy to give facilitate the deaf and hard-of-
hearing understand about the meaning from source text into target text. 
Other data including condensation such as data number 
01/TCATOW/SL.00:13/TL.00:13,10/TCATOW/SL.01:13/TL.01:13,12/TCA
TOW/SL.01:31/TL.01:31,22/TCATOW/SL.02:25/TL.02:25,29/TCATOW/S
L.03:03/TL.03:03,30/TCATOW/SL.03:14/TL.03:14,31/TCATOW/SL.03:21
/TL,03:21,37/TCATOW/SL.03:58/TL.03:58,42/TCATOW/SL.04:31/TL.04:
31,46/TCATOW/SL.04:55/TL.04:55,04/TFATC/SL.00:24/TL.00:24,05/TFA
TC/SL.00:30/TL.00:30,22/TFATC/SL.01:56/TL.01:56,35/TFATC/SL.03:00
/TL.03:00,36/TFATC/SL.03:08/TL.03:08,37/TFATC/SL.03:12/TL.03:12,38
/TFATC/SL.03:20/TL.03:20,47/TFATC/SL.04:12/TL.04:12,49/TFATC/SL.
04:23/TL.04:23, 51/TFATC/SL.04:37/TL.04:37. 
g. Generalization  
Generalization is the opposite strategy to specification. The original or 
part of the original is replaced by a more general term. The researcher shows 
1 example from 4 data of subtitling strategy of generalization. It can be seen 
from the data below: 
Datum : 27/TCATOW/SL.02:49/TL.02:49 
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Table 4.9 Datum 27 
Source text Target text 
Blacky pickup of vada and flew 
back to his home 
Blacky mengambil kue dan 
terbang pulang 
 
Subtitling strategy from datum 27/TCATOW/SL.02:49/TL.02:49: is 
generalization. The translator used the strategy generalization because the 
meaning of source text delivers into the target text using the more general, 
specific, and neutral term that can be easy to understand . It can be seen 
when translator translated words in source text “vada” become “kue”. The 
word “vada” is the term word used in Indian to refer a cake made from 
potatoes. So, the translator replacing the word “vada” become “kue” more 
general that it is easily understood by generally especially for the deaf and 
hard-of-hearing. Other data including generalization such as data number 
12/TCATOW/SL.01:31/TL.01:31,13/TCATOW/SL.01:37/TL.01:37,27/TCA
TOW/SL.02:49/TL.02:49, 28/TFATC/SL.02:25/TL.02:25. 
h. Specification 
The original or part of the original is replaced by a more specific term. 
The researcher shows 1 example from 5 data of subtitling strategy of 
generalization. It can be seen from the data below: 
Datum : 30/TFATC/SL.02:39/TL.02:39 
Table 4.10 Datum 30 
Source text Target text 
Tricky started to enjoy the soup Tricky mulai makan supnya 
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Subtitling strategy from datum 30/TFATC/SL.02:39/TL.02:39: is 
specification, because the translator added information that is not in the 
source text and that makes the target text more specific than the source text. 
In the target text the translator adds information namely "makan" which 
leads to the explanation of the word “enjoy" in the source text. If the 
translator translated literally the word "enjoy" means "menikmati" that will 
make the audience who is the deaf and hard-of-hearing find it difficult to 
understand the meaning “enjoy”. Thus, the translator makes the target 
culture of words more specific than the culture of words from the source text 
and the meanings are also easy to understand. Other data including 
specification such as data number 30/TFAHLS/SL.04:53/TL.04:53, 
16/TACTOW/SL.01:52/TL.01:52,26/TCATOW/SL.02:45/TL.02:45,36/TCA
TOW/SL.03:55/TL.03:55, 30/TFATC/SL.02:39/TL.02:39. 
2. Translation Quality Assessment 
Accuracy is a quality assessment related to the results of translations that can 
deliver the message of the source text to the reader of the translation text. Accurate 
translation means no distortion of meaning. In other words, the meaning of words, 
phrases, clauses, and source text sentences is translated correctly into the target 
language. In this case the results of the translation must be able to communicate 
the meaning that can approach the meaning carried by the source text, (Nababan, 
dkk). This study case is based on the scale 1 until 5. This scale represents the 
accurate level of each sentence. 
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In this research to collect assessment data the researcher use three raters. The 
researcher collected an assessment score after the raters assessed the translation 
quality and compared the results between the three raters. Then, the researcher 
selects some data that can be discussed and to make a clear and objective 
discussion. To evaluate the translation accuracy, the researcher uses rating 
instrument which has criteria as follows: 
a. Accuracy Rating Instrument according to Flesch-Kincaid (Flesch 1948; 
Kincaid et al. 1975 
 
 
 
SCORE CATEGORY QUALITATIVE PARAMETER 
 
1 
Completely 
Inaccurate 
The meaning of words, technical terms, sentence, 
and source text are diverted inaccurate into the 
target language or omitted. 
 
 
2 
Mostly 
Inaccurate 
Most of the meanings of sentences or source text 
have been accurately transferred into the target 
text. But there is a meaning that is omitted, which 
disrupts the integrity of the message. 
 
 
3 
Somewhat 
Accurate 
Most of the meaning of words, sentences or 
source language text has been translated 
accurately into the target language. However, 
there are still meaningful distortions or 
translations of multiple meanings or meanings 
omitted. 
 
 
4 
Mostly 
Accurate 
Most word meanings, technical terms, phrases, 
clauses, sentences or source language text have 
been translated accurately into the target 
language. 
 
5 
Completely 
Accurate 
The meaning of the word, technical term, and the 
source text have been translated accurately into 
target text, in the translation could be easily 
understood. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Based on the evaluation of the questionnaire using rating instrument 
above, the researcher found that 0 (0%) data are completely inaccurate, 9 
(6,42%) data are somewhat accurate, 39 (27,85%) data are mostly accurate, 92 
(65,71%) data are completely accurate. Some of them will be discussed further 
in the example below: 
(a) Somewhat Accurate 
 
Somewhat accurate is Most of the meaning of words, sentences or source 
language text has been translated somewhat accurate into the target language. 
However, there are still meaningful distortions or translations of multiple 
meanings or meanings omitted. The somewhat accurate data are 9 (6,42%) 
Some of them will be discussed further in the example below: 
Table 4.11 score of the accuracy analysis assessment 
No R1 R2 R3 Dominant 
 
18/TFAHLS/SL.03:18/TL.03:18 
 
 
2 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
                 Source Text: And to make sure that you never go hungry 
Target Text: Petani : kalian tidak akan kelaparan 
From the datum above, the three raters give the different score, R1 and R2 
give score 3, and R3 give score 2. So, the researcher choose score 3 because 
the dominant score is 3, from the translation above the translator translated 
briefly and shorter than from source text. There is some words which delete 
by translator, it can be seen when the translator delivers “And to make sure 
that you never go hungry” become “Petani : kalian tidak akan kelaparan” the 
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words “and to make sure” from source text does not translated in target text 
because when the translator translated literal it can be difficult by the deaf 
and hard-of-hearing to understand the meaning. Thus, the translation is 
classified as somewhat accurate translation. 
(b) Mostly accurate 
 
Mostly accurate is most word meanings, technical terms, phrases, clauses, 
sentences or source language text have been translated accurately into the target 
language. The Mostly accurate data are 39 (27,85%) Some of them will be 
discussed further in the example below: 
Table 4.12 score of the accuracy analysis assessment 
No R1 R2 R3 Dominant 
 
45/TCATOW/SL.04:49/TL.04:49 
 
 
4 
 
5 
 
4 
Mostly 
Accurate 
 
Source Text: Blacky : I should not have believed the words of that fox 
Target Text: Harusnya aku tidak percaya pada rubah itu 
 
Translation of the data above has been translated mostly accurate. The source text 
that needs attention is that “I should not have to believe in the words of that fox”, 
the sentence in the source text should be translated as “Harusnya aku tidak percaya 
pada kata rubah itu” I should not believe in the word fox, but in the target language 
it translates into “Harusnya aku tidak percaya pada rubah itu”. Even though 
"words" in target text are deleted, translations are still mostly accurate. This is due 
to the word reduction done by the translator without removing the meaning from 
the source text into the target text.  
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(c) Completely accurate  
Completely accurate is when the message of source language is 
transferred accurately into target language which includes phrases, clauses, 
and technical terms without distortion meaning.  The completely accurate data 
are 92 (65,71%) Some of them will be discussed further in the example below:  
Table 4.13 score of the accuracy analysis assessment 
No R1 R2 R3 Dominant 
 
04/TFAHLS/SL.00:45/TL.00:45 
 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
Completely 
Accurate 
 
 
  Source Text: He had vast fields, but he was sad 
  Target Text: Dia punya sawah yang luas, tapi petani itu sedih  
The data above, the translator applied the strategy verbatim subtitling in 
translating utterances, by applying these strategy, the meaning or messages 
is completely accurately transferred into target text, there is no distortion 
meaning even though the translator added new words “petani” in target text 
that refer to “he” in line seven. It will be easily to understand by the deaf and 
hard-of-hearing. 
B. Discussion 
Based on the research findings above, the researcher explained the answer 
for the questions in the chapter 1. The first questions is, what are the strategy 
found in subtitles animation movies for the deaf and hard-of-hearing entitled the 
farmers and his lazy sons, the crow and the old woman, and the crane and the fox. 
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The data of this research is 140 data. There are used 8 subtitling strategy for the 
deaf and hard-of-hearing, 38 (27,14%) data belong to verbatim subtitling, 3 
(2,14%) data belong to transposition, 19 (13,6%) data belong to addition, 39 
(27,8%) data belong to deletion, 20 (14,28%) data belong to condensation, 12 
(8,57%) data belong to paraphrase, 5 (3,57%) data belong to specification, 4 
(2,9%) belong to generalization. 
The findings show that the subtitling strategy mostly used and dominant of 
subtitling strategy is deletion with the frequently of 39 (27,8%) because this strategy 
is very important to help the deaf and hard of hearing to comprehend information easily in 
the subtitle movies and strategy deletion which removes explanatory words that do not 
need to be displayed because the explanatory sentence is very likely to use a 
vocabulary that is less understood by deaf children. it must be limited by the 
knowledge of deaf children about vocabulary and in the preparation of sentences, 
the sentence structure of the original text and the target text are adjusted to the 
structure they understand (S-P-O-K) . it can be found 25 data, for example: 
The datum : 15/TFATC/SL.01:14/TL.01:14  
Whitey : Oh sure why not…I will join you 
Oh Baik, aku akan datang 
From the datum above, the deletion of source text into target text is “why 
not”. It can be deleted because “oh sure” it's enough to represent the answer 
from the speaker. 
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 Meanwhile, there are data that show the deletion strategy that reduces the 
meaning of subtitles from the source text into target text. It can be found 45 data, 
for example: 
The datum: 35/TCATOW/SL.03:52/TL.03:52 
Wow ! you have got wonderful beautiful eyes, yes feather‟s I 
don‟t find words to describe you beauty 
Wow ! kamu punya mata yang cantik, kulit yang sangat indah 
From the datum above, the deletion of source text into target text is “yes 
feather‟s I don‟t find words to describe you beauty”. The deletion of the 
sentence removes some of the meaning from the source text so that the 
meaning of the original text is not fully conveyed. 
There are several points of strategy deletion in this movie that must be 
considered such as (a) The deletion strategy used must still maintain the 
meaning of original text. (b) Strategy deletion can be deleted explanatory 
words which not needed from original text because the sentence is clear and 
understood by deaf children. (c) The sentence produced from strategy deletion 
still uses the same structure (S-P-O-K) to maintain the understanding of deaf 
children. 
Another strategy that is frequently used is verbatim subtitling. This 
strategy just transfer the sentence without omitting or addition a word or a 
phrase. A change place of an adjective in the nominal sentence and a change 
of plural becomes singular is includes in this strategy those change are must 
be done in order to get an equivalence word or phrase in the target text. In 
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addition, some other strategies that are used transposition, paraphrase, 
condensation, addition, specification, generalization.  
The second problem in this research is subtitle quality in term 
“Accuracy” from the subtitle animation movies for the deaf and hard-of-
hearing entitled the farmers and his lazy sons, the crow and the old woman, 
and the crane and the fox. Accuracy is one of the aspects for assessing the 
quality of the translation, accuracy deals with the messages of source text is 
conveyed into target text. In this research the researcher present the accuracy 
of the translation subtitle in animation movies for the deaf and hard-of-hearing 
is measured by three raters who are experts in translation field and has enough 
experience in translating text for the deaf and hard-of-hearing.  
Based on research finding above, the subtitle quality occurs with 140 
data, 9 data (6,42%) belong to somewhat accurate, 39 data (27,85%) belong to 
mostly accurate, 92 data (65,71%) belong to completely accurate, and 0 data 
(0%) found without completely inaccurate, 0 data (0%) found without mostly 
inaccurate. The dominant of the quality assessment with 92 data (65,71%) 
belong to completely accurate, because the source text into target text good 
translated by translator, and the meaning also delivers very well to understand 
by the deaf and hard-of-hearing children. For example: 
Datum : 02/TFAHLS/SL.00:17/TL.00:17 
There once lived a farmer 
Hiduplah seorang petani 
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The datum above belong to completely accurate, because the data 
adjust standard quality and identifiable parameter by ITC Guide on standard 
for subtitling (1999) and BBC Subtitling Guide (1998).  It is provided as 
following standards such as: 1) Appearance on screen: a) positioning of 
subtitles, it towards the bottom of the screen, should either be consistently 
left-aligned or centred in order not to detract from the focus. b) Text display, 
the subtitle be highly legible with clear lettering and clearly visible against all 
backgrounds and also be presented in a front which is easy to read in order by 
the Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing. c) Display time and Text characters, the 
subtitle fulfills the maximum limit how long it shows on screen. 2) 
Comprehensive of information, the subtitles are presented grammatically 
correct and conveyed information while be easily read by the Deaf and Hard-
of-Hearing. 3) Reading Speed, it is contained subtitle presentation rate of 70-
80 words per minute.  
The subtitle quality occurs with 140 data, 9 data (6,42%) belong to 
somewhat accurate, 39 data (27,85%) belong to mostly accurate, 92 data 
(65,71%) belong to completely accurate, and 0 data (0%) found without 
completely inaccurate, 0 data (0%) found without mostly inaccurate. The 
result of the present study show that the data dealing with the completely 
accurate as good translation, for the aspect of accurately according to the data 
analysis and the finding there are 9 data classified as somewhat accurate. 
Sometimes the translator still used ambiguous words or phrases as stated in the 
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translation found in the subtitles for the deaf and hard-of-hearing entitled The 
Farmer and His Lazy Sons, The Crow and Old Woman, and The Crane and 
The Fox. Although the percentages of raters that somewhat accurate are lower 
than other but the translation understand are good by the deaf and hard-of-
hearing. 
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 CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. CONCLUSION  
 
After analyzing strategy of subtitle and subtitle quality in term accuracy animation 
movies for the Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing entitled The Farmers and His Lazy Sons, 
The Crow and Old Woman, and The Crane and The Fox, the researcher conclude 
the research as follows: 
1. The researcher found 8 types of subtitle strategy for 140 data such as 38 data 
(27,14%) belong to verbatim subtitling, 3 data (2,14%) belong to 
transposition, 19 data (13,6%) belong to addition, 39 data (27,8%) belong to 
deletion, 20 data (14,28%) belong to condensation, 12 data (8,57%) belong to 
paraphrase, 5 data (3,57%) belong to specification, 4 data (2,9%) belong to 
generalization. The dominant type of subtitle strategy is Deletion. Deletion is 
only some of the words of the original dialogue are use, as certain words are 
omitted. The strategy deletion in this movie that must pay attention to the 
following matters (a) Strategy deletion used must still maintain the meaning 
of original text. (b) Strategy deletion can be deleted explanatory words which 
not needed from original text because the sentence is clear and understood by 
deaf children. (c) The sentence produced from strategy deletion still uses the 
same structure (S-P-O-K) to maintain the understanding of deaf children. 
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The most not use strategy is transposition (3). Transposition is the words of 
the original are use, but there is a change in words order. Transposition must 
pay attention to the following matters using the strategy transposition if the 
sentences from source text translated in the target text literally produce a less 
standard sentence structure.  
2. The analysis of quality assessment in term accuracy by the three raters shows 
that the subtitle quality occurs with 140 data, 9 data (6,42%) belong to 
somewhat accurate, 39 data (27,85%) belong to mostly accurate, 92 data 
(65,71%) belong to completely accurate, and 0 data (0%) found without 
completely inaccurate, 0 data (0%) found without mostly inaccurate. The 
translation quality cannot be said a good or a bad translation because the result 
is between those level, some of the translation by translator done the 
translation with good but not excellent score. Although the percentages of 
raters that completely inaccurate translation are lower than other, but the 
translation readability are good. The most of dominant from quality 
assessment is completely accurate because the translation subtitle can accept 
with clearly and easy to understand by the deaf and hard-of-hearing. 
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B. SUGGESTION  
 
The researcher gives some suggestions as follows: 
1. For the translator 
The translator was good when translating a subtitle text for the deaf and hard-
of-hearing but he needs to maintain skill so he can improve his skill and he can 
finally transfer the messages without obeying the standard at all. 
2. For students of English Letters Department 
The students are expected to learn and explore more about anything audiovisual 
translation such as subtitling, dubbing, or interpreting which especially for the 
deaf and hard-of-hearing. 
3. For other researcher 
The researcher hopes this research will be useful for the readers and researcher 
to get better understanding about subtitle, especially subtitle for the deaf and 
hard-of-hearing. The researcher takes subtitle strategy for the deaf and hard-of-
hearing to analyze. Perhaps, the other researcher can investigate to more 
audiovisual translation for the deaf and hard-of-hearing people.  
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1 
 
 
 
NO 
 
Source Language 
 
Subtitling Strategy 
Target Language 
01/TFATC/SL.00:13/TL.00:13 
 
The Fox and The Crane 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Rubah dan Burung Bangau 
 
02/TFATC/SL.00:17/TL.00:17 
 
In a big forest there was big pond, a flock of 
cranes lived in the pond 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Di sebuah hutan ada kolam yang besar banyak 
burung bangau tinggal di kolam itu. 
 
03/TFATC/SL.00:20/TL.00:20 
 
All the cranes lived on the fishes the pond 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Mereka hidup dari makan ikan-ikan di kolam itu 
 
04/TFATC/SL.00:24/TL.00:24 
 
And spent their life happily 
 Condensation  
 
Mereka hidup senang 
2 
 
 
05/TFATC/SL.00:30/TL.00:30 
 
In the same forest there lived a Cullen fox and 
named Tricky 
 Condensation 
 
Di sana juga ada seekor rubah bernama Tricky 
 
 
 
 
06/TFATC/SL.00:38/TL.00:38 
 
Tricky to visited the pond and uses catch fishes 
 
 
 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Tricky sering pergi ke kolam itu, untuk 
mennagkap ikan 
 
07/TFATC/SL.00:41/TL.00:41 
 
A crane called Whitey everyday helped Tricky 
 
Verbatim subtitling  
Seekor burung bangau bernama Whitey tiap hari 
menolong Tricky 
 
08/TFATC/SL.00:43/TL.00:43 
 
Slowly they became friends 
 
Deletion 
 
Mereka menjadi teman 
 
09/TFATC/SL.00:48/TL.00:48 
 
And start to spend their time chatting, playing 
and eating. 
Condensation 
3 
 
 
 
Tricky dan Whitey sering bermain bersama 
 
10/TFATC/SL.00:50/TL.00:50 
 
Tricky : Hey friend ! you really hint and help me 
in many occasions 
 
 
 
 
Deletion 
 
Hai teman ! kamu sering menolongku 
 
11/TFATC/SL.00:57/TL.00:57 
 
I wish treat you 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Aku ingin membalasnya 
 
12/TFATC/SL.01:02/TL.01:02 
 
Why don’t you join me for dinner on coming 
Sunday? 
 Condensation 
 
Datanglah ke rumahku dan makan bersamaku 
 
13/TFATC/SL.01:04/TL.01:04 
 
It will be really fun  please 
 
Deletion 
 
Pasti menyenangkan 
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14/TFATC/SL.01:08/TL.01:08 
 
 
Whitey : Oh sure why not…I will join 
 
 
 
 
Deletion 
 
Oh Baik, aku akan datang 
 
15/TFATC/SL.01:14/TL.01:14 
 
Sunday morning, Whitey dressed up and with 
the grapes left to the Tricky house 
 
Condensation  
 
Minggu pagi, Whitey pergi ke rumah Tricky 
membawa anggur 
 
16/TFATC/SL.01:22/TL.01:22 
 
Whitey : Friend… My dear friend 
 
Deletion 
 
Teman… temankuu 
 
17/TFATC/SL.01:36/TL.01:36 
 
Tricky : Oh welcome my dear friend 
 
Deletion 
 
Oh selamat datang temanku 
 
 
 
18/TFATC/SL.01:40/TL.01:40 
 
I am waiting for you come in 
 
 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Aku sudah meenunggumu 
5 
 
 
19/TFATC/SL.01:43/TL.01:43 
 
Both of them were talking for some time 
 
Condensation 
 
Keduanya berbicara sebentar 
 
20/TFATC/SL.01:48/TL.01:48 
 
At the same time the aroma of the soup filled the 
placed 
 Condensation 
 
Ada bau sup yang wangi 
 
21/TFATC/SL.01:51/TL.01:51 
 
Whitey could not resist himself 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Whitey sudah tidak sabar 
 
22/TFATC/SL.01:55/TL.01:55 
 
Tricky : Oh friend, it’s time for dinner, come 
let’s go 
 Deletion 
 
Oh teman, sekarang waktunya makan, ayo 
 
23/TFATC/SL.02:02/TL.02:02 
 
Whitey : Yes, I am very hungry… let’s eat 
 Deletion 
 
Ya, aku sangat lapar ayo makan 
6 
 
 
24/TFATC/SL.02:07/TL.02:07 
 
Tricky wished to play with Whitey 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Tricky ingin menggoda Whitey 
 
25/TFATC/SL.02:12/TL.02:12 
 
So Tricky poured the soup in two plate and 
placed it on table 
 Deletion 
 
Tricky menaruh sup di dalam dua piring 
 
26/TFATC/SL.02:15/TL.02:15 
 
Tricky : Hey friend, come on, have your dinner 
 
Deletion 
 
Hei teman, ayo makan 
 
27/TFATC/SL.02:18/TL.02:18 
 
Your favorite grabs soup, let’s go 
 
 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Supnya sudah siap, kemarilah 
 
28/TFATC/SL.02:21/TL.02:21 
 
Whitey who was eager to taste the soup was 
shocked as the soup was on the plate 
 Condensation 
 
Whitey sedih melihat supnya didalam piring 
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29/TFATC/SL.02:25/TL.02:25 
 
Tricky started to enjoy the soup 
 Generalization 
Tricky mulai makan supnya 
 
30/TFATC/SL.02:31/TL.02:31 
 
While Whitey was puzzled 
 
Addition 
Tapi Whitey masih bingung 
 
31/TFATC/SL.02:40/TL.02:40 
 
He could not drink the soup as it was on the 
plate 
 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Dia tidak bisa makan sup dari piring 
 
32/TFATC/SL.02:42/TL.02:42 
 
Tricky : Wow… yummy… how is the taste 
Whitey? 
 Deletion 
 
Wow… enak sekali, kamu suka Whitey? 
 
33/TFATC/SL.02:44/TL.02:44 
 
Whitey : Hmmm… I have never tasted such a 
soup in my lifetime. Anyway thanks for your 
dinner, I’ll take you 
 Deletion  
 
Hmmm… sangat enak, terima kasih aku akan 
pulang 
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34/TFATC/SL.02:52/TL.02:52 Whitey with the empty stomach reached home 
 
Generalization 
 
Whitey pulang masih lapar 
 
35/TFATC/SL.02:57/TL.02:57 
 
He was very upset. Whitey decided to teach a 
lesson to Tricky and thought of a plan 
 Condensation  
 
Dia sedih dan ingin membalas Tricky 
 
36/TFATC/SL.03:01/TL.03:01 
 
Next day when Tricky came 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Kemudian waktu Tricky datang 
 
37/TFATC/SL.03:08/TL.03:08 
 
Whitey moved with him as usual 
 
Generalization 
 
 
Dia bermain dengan Tricky 
 
38/TFATC/SL.03:11/TL.03:11 
 
Whitey : Good morning friends, I’ve directed by 
the big ticket me. I want to treat you. Will you 
join me tonight for dinner 
 
Condensation 
 
Selamat pagi teman, aku senang sekali makan 
bersamamu kemarin. Nanti malam makanlah di 
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rumahku 
 
39/TFATC/SL.03:20/TL.03:20 
 
Trickey : Oh sure, I will 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Tentu, aku akan datang 
 
40/TFATC/SL.03:23/TL.03:23 
 
In the evening Tricky arrived at Whiteys home 
 
 
 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Malam harinya Tricky datang ke rumah Whitey 
 
41/TFATC/SL.03:29/TL.03:29 
 
Whitey : welcome welcome.. I am honored by 
your visit 
 Deletion 
 
Selamat datang… senang sekali kamu datang 
 
42/TFATC/SL.03:32/TL.03:32 
 
Both of them chatted for sometime 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Keduanya berbicara sebentar 
 
43/TFATC/SL.03:35/TL.03:35 
 
Whitey has prepared the soup and the aroma 
filled the placed Tricky mouth watered 
 
Generalization 
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Whitey sudah menyiapkan sup dan sangat 
wangi, Tricky ingin segera makan 
 
44/TFATC/SL.03:38/TL.03:38 
 
Whitey : Ok… Let’s strat our dinner come 
 
Deletion 
 
Oke… Ayo makan 
 
45/TFATC/SL.03:44/TL.03:44 
 
Whitey went in and brought soup in two long jar 
and placed them on the table 
 
Condensation  
 
Whitey masuk dan mengambil sup dalam botol 
panjang 
 
46/TFATC/SL.04:04/TL.04:04 
 
Whitey : Come on my friend your favorite fish 
soup is ready yourselves 
 Condensation 
 
Ayo teman, supnya siap ini untuk kamu 
 
47/TFATC/SL.04:09/TL.04:09 
 
Tricky was shoked when he saw jar 
 
Condensation  
 
Tricky bingung 
 
48/TFATC/SL.04:12/TL.04:12 
 
Tricky : you have served the soup in the jar. 
Generalization 
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How will I drink? 
 
 
Kenapa supnya di dalam botol ? bagaimana aku 
meminumnya 
 
49/TFATC/SL.04:18/TL.04:18 
 
The aroma makes me restless somehow I should 
manage to 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
The aroma makes me restless somehow I should 
manage to 
 
50/TFATC/SL.04:23/TL.04:23 
 
The exited Tricky tried to drink from the jar 
 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Tricky mencoba minum sup itu 
 
51/TFATC/SL.04:30/TL.04:30 
 
 
 
The moments he bent down the jar stuck in his 
mouth 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Waktu mulutnya masuk ke dalam botol, 
mulutnya tidak bisa keluar 
 
52/TFATC/SL.04:37/TL.04:37 
 
He ran here and there, finally the jar broke 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
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Dia berlari kesana kemari, akhirnya botol itu 
pecah 
 
53/TFATC/SL.04:41/TL.04:41 
 
Tricky : forgive my friend, from now I have 
learned the lesson 
 Deletion 
 
Maafkan aku teman, aku sudah belajar 
 
54/TFATC/SL.04:45/TL.04:45 
 
I will not play any tricks and will be a good 
friend. Good bye 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Aku tidak akan mengoda lagi, aku akan berbuat 
baik padamu 
 
 
 
NO 
Source Language 
Subtitling Strategy 
Target Language 
55/TCATOW/SL.00:13/TL.00:13 
 
There was a village named Singanallur 
 
Condensation 
 
Di desa Singanallur 
56/TCATOW/SL.00:16/TL.00:16 
 
 
It had a big banyan tree which was the 
Paraphrase 
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residing place for a flock of crows 
 
Ada suatu pohon beringin tempat tinggal 
burung gagak 
 
57/TCATOW/SL.00:22/TL.00:22 
 
One day as usual, early in the morning 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Suatu hari, di pagi hari 
58/TCATOW/SL.00:25/TL.00:25 
 
Every crow left the tree in search of food 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Semua burung gagak sudah pergi mencari 
makan 
05/TCATOW/SL.00:29/TL.00:29 
 
Except one the Blacky 
 
Paraphrase 
Tapi ada satu yang belum pergi, si Blacky 
59/TCATOW/SL.00:37/TL.00:37 
 
Blacky was sleeping till the sunrays touched 
him 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Blacky masih tidur kemudian sinar matahari 
membangunkan dia 
60/TCATOW/SL.00:45/TL.00:45 
 
Crow : ahh….. ahh sun rays 
 
Deletion  
Ahh….. ahh…. Sinar 
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61/TCATOW/SL.00:49/TL.00:49 
 
What’s the time now ? oh my God it’s a 8’ 
O’clock everyone has gone and now I have 
to go alone 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Jam berapa ini ? oh jam 8 pagi, semua sudah 
pergi dan sekarang aku harus pergi sendirian 
 
62/TCATOW/SL.01:03/TL.01:03 
 
Blacky flew over the streets of the village in 
search of food 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Blacky terbang ke desa mencari makan 
63/TCATOW/SL.01:13/TL.01:13 
 
Blacky sat on a branch as he was tired of 
flying around 
 
Condensation 
Karena capek blacky istirahat di atas pohon 
 
64/TCATOW/SL.01:22/TL.01:22 
 
Blacky : Hmmm…I am hungry what make 
me hungry 
 
Deletion 
Hmmm…… aku jadi lapar, bau apa ini ? 
 
 
 
65/TCATOW/SL.01:31/TL.01:31 
 
Blacky looked around to find out where the 
smell came from 
 
 
Condensation 
Blacky mencari tahu asal bau itu 
66/TCATOW/SL.01:37/TL.01:37   
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An old lady was frying vadas which spread 
the aroma 
 
Generalization 
Ternyata ada seorang nenek sedang 
menggoreng kue 
67/TCATOW/SL.01:43/TL.01:43 
 
The size of the vada makes his mouth to 
water immediately  he felt like eating the 
vadas 
 
Paraphrase 
Blacky jadi ingin makan kue itu 
 
68/TCATOW/SL.01:48/TL.01:48 
 
Immediately he felt like eating the vada 
 
Addition 
Blacky ingin segera memakannya 
69/TCATOW/SL.01:52/TL.01:52 
 
So Blacky went down and sat near the 
women 
 
 
 
Specification 
Kemudian Blacky turun dekat nenek tua itu 
70/TCATOW/SL.01:57/TL.01:57 
 
Blacky : Hmm,…. A crow is kept in a rest 
 
Deletion 
Ada seekor gagak sudah tertangkap 
 
 
 
71/TCATOW/SL.02:02/TL.02 
 
Blacky slowly went near the vada plate 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Blacky pelan-pelan berjalan ke piring kue 
72/TCATOW/SL.02:08/TL.02:08  Deletion 
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Women : Hey … you are here to steal the 
vada. Let me also tie you. 
 
Hey……… kamu mau mencuri kue, awas 
aku tangkap juga kamu nanti 
73/TCATOW/SL.02:18/TL.02:18 
 
Blacky : bad bad lady very dangerous 
woman !. It is possible, 
 
Deletion 
Galak sekali nenek ini dan mungkin ini 
bahaya 
 
74/TCATOW/SL.02:19/TL.02:19 
 
To get a vada only if she is not here, what to 
do? 
 
Addition 
Aku baru dapat mengambil kue itu kalau 
nenek itu pergi, harus bagaimana ini ? 
 
 
75/TCATOW/SL.02:25/TL.02:25 
 
 
An idea flashed in Blacky’s his mind 
 
 
 
Condensation 
Blacky punya ide 
 
 
76/TCATOW/SL.02:29/TL.02:29 
 
Immediately he went to the backyard 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Kemudian dia pergi ke belakang halaman 
77/TCATOW/SL.02:35/TL.02:35 
 
Blacky : grandma ….. oh my grandma. 
 
Deletion  
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Nek ….. oh nenek 
78/TCATOW/SL.02:39/TL.02:39 
 
Woman : Ohh…. My grandchild …. I am 
coming 
 
Deletion  
Ohh… cucuku, aku datang. 
79/TCATOW/SL.02:45/TL.02:45 
 
The moment the old lady went to the 
backyard 
 
Specification 
Ketika nenek itu pergi ke belakang 
80/TCATOW/SL.02:49/TL.02:49 
 
Blacky picked up of vada and flew back to 
his home 
 
Generalization 
Blacky mengambil kue dan terbang pulang 
81/TCATOW/SL.02:58/TL.02:58 
 
Blacky was happy and was about to eat his 
meal 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Blacky senang dan mau memakan kue itu 
 
 
 
 
82/TCATOW/SL.03:03/TL.03:03
  
 
At the same time a fox called Cunny was 
walking towards the street 
 
 
 
Condensation 
Tapi ada seekor rubah bernama Cunny lewat 
83/TCATOW/SL.03:14/TL.03:14 
 
The moment Cunny saw the vada, it wanted 
Condensation 
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to take it from the crow 
 
 
Cunny melihat kue itu dan ingin mengambil 
dari Blacky 
84/TCATOW/SL.03:21/TL.03:21 
 
Ho… ho… ho…what luck? I will get the 
vada from the Blacky 
 
Condensation  
Ho… ho… ho… aku akan merebut kue itu 
dari Blacky 
 
85/TCATOW/SL.03:26/TL.03:26 
 
Before that I should plan, it trick the Blacky  
 
Deletion 
Sebelumnya, aku akan menipu Blacky 
86/TCATOW/SL.03:30/TL.03:30 
 
Hello Blacky, of that’s your name? 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Hello Blacky, itu namamu kan ? 
87/TCATOW/SL.03:36/TL.03:36 
 
What people say is true? Black is beauty 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Ternyata benar kata orang, hitam itu cantik 
88/TCATOW/SL.03:52/TL.03:52 
 
Wow ! you have got wonderful beautiful 
eyes, yes feather’s I don’t find words to 
describe you beauty 
 
 
Deletion 
Wow ! kamu punya mata yang cantik, kulit 
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yang sangat indah 
89/TCATOW/SL.03:55/TL.03:55 
 
Cunny again continued 
 
Specification 
Cunny terus memuji 
 
90/TCATOW/SL.03:58/TL.03:58 
 
Blacky who heard this felt happy 
 
Condensation 
Blacky jadi senang 
91/TCATOW/SL.04:03/TL.04:03 
 
And was proud when he heard these words 
 Verbatim subtitling 
Dan dia bangga ketika mendengar kata-kata 
itu 
92/TCATOW/SL.04:14/TL.04:14 
 
Such a beautiful bird definitely should have 
a beautiful voice. Will you sing a song for 
me Blacky? 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Burung yang cantik, pasti punya suara yang 
merdu. Maukah kau bernyanyi Blacky? 
 
 
 
93/TCATOW/SL.04:18/TL.04:18 
 
Blacky was totally flattered 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Blacky sangat senang 
94/TCATOW/SL.04:25/TL.04:25 
 
Caw….. caw …. Caaaaw, oh I am a fool 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
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Caw… caw… caaaaw. Oh bodohnya aku 
95/TCATOW/SL.04:31/TL.04:31 
 
That’s it ….. the vada felt down and it was 
in the hands of Cunny 
 
Condensation 
Kue itu jatuh dan diambil Cunny 
96/TCATOW/SL.04:36/TL.04:36 
 
Cunny : ohh .. let me clean the sand from the 
vada before eating it 
 
Deletion 
Oh.. aku akan membersihkan dulu dan 
memakannya 
97/TCATOW/SL.04:44/TL.04:44 
 
Cunny took the vada and disappeared into 
the forest the fooled, Blacky was 
disappointed 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Cunny mengambil kue itu lalu pergi ke 
dalam hutan, Blacky sedih 
98/TCATOW/SL.04:49/TL.04:49 
 
Blacky : I should not have believed the 
words of that fox. 
 
Deletion 
Harusnya aku tidak percaya pada rubah itu. 
99/TCATOW/SL.04:55/TL.04:55 
 
Now, I should look out the way to get 
another vada from that old lady 
 
Condensation 
Sekarang aku harus mencari makan lagi 
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NO 
Source Language 
Subtitling Strategy 
Target Language 
100/TFAHLS/SL.00:14/TL.00:14 
 
Long long ago in a village 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling  
 
Pada jaman dulu di sebuah desa 
101/TFAHLS/SL.00:17/TL.00:17 
 
There once lived a farmer 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling   
Hiduplah seorang petani 
102/TFAHLS/SL.00:21/TL.00:21 
 
He was well off with enough money saved up 
due to many years of hard work 
 
Transposition 
 
Dia cukup kaya dan punya tabungan hasil kerja 
kerasnya bertahun-tahun 
103/TFAHLS/SL.00:45/TL.00:45 
 
He had vast fields, but he was sad 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling  
Dia punya sawah yang luas, tapi petani itu sedih 
104/TFAHLS/SL.01:27/TL.01:27 
 
His sons all day long slept and they slept or did 
any work of their own 
 
Transposition  
 
Setiap hari anaknya hanya tidur, mereka tidak 
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pernah membantu bekerja 
105/TFAHLS/SL.01:34/TL.01:34 
 
All wasted that time with other good for nothing 
activities 
 
Paraphrase 
 
Mereka selalu bermain-main saja 
106/TFAHLS/SL.01:44/TL.01:44 
 
One day, the farmer became very ill 
 
Verbatim subtitling  
 
Suatu hari petani itu sakit keras 
107/TFAHLS/SL.01:50/TL.01:50 
 
His sons called the doctor 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Anaknya memanggil dokter 
108/TFAHLS/SL.01:59/TL.01:59 
 
I am afraid you are very ill, in fact you may not 
live long 
 
Addition 
 
Dokter : kamu sangat sakit, aku takut hidupmu 
tidak lama lagi 
109/TFAHLS/SL.02:14/TL.02:14 
 
If there is anything, you wish to do, you must do 
it now 
 
Addition 
 
Dokter : Kalau kau mau melakukan sesuatu, 
lakukan sekarang juga 
110/TFAHLS/SL.02:20/TL.02:20 
 
Now, ever though  they did not do any work, the 
lazy sons loved their father 
 
 
Deletion 
 
Meskipun anak-anaknya malas, mereka sangat 
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mencintai ayahnya 
 
 
111/TFAHLS/SL.02:24/TL.02:24 
 
And started weeping after the doctor left 
 
Generalization 
 
Setelah dokter pergi, anak-anaknya menangis 
112/TFAHLS/SL.02:29/TL.02:29 
 
Oh father, what shall we do without you? 
 
Addition  
 
Anak 1 : oh, ayah apa yang harus kami lakukan 
tanpa kamu ? 
113/TFAHLS/SL.02:37/TL.02:37 
 
We won’t be able to live 
 
Addition  
 
Anak 2 : kami tidak bisa hidup 
 
 
114/TFAHLS/SL.02:49/TL.02:49 
 
Who will look after us? 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling  
Anak 3 : siapa yang akan menjaga kami ? 
115/TFAHLS/SL.02:58/TL.02:58 
 
The father was moved to see his sons so sad 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling  
Petani itu merasa kasihan pada anak-anaknya 
116/TFAHLS/SL.03:07/TL.03:07 
 
Don’t worry my children, I shall look after you 
from heaven 
 
 
Addition 
 
Petani : Jangan takut anakku, Aku akan menjaga 
kalian dari surga 
117/TFAHLS/SL.03:18/TL.03:18 
 
And to make sure that you never go hungry 
 
Addition 
 
Petani : kalian tidak akan kelaparan 
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118/TFAHLS/SL.03:21/TL.03:21 
 
I have buried a treasure in our field 
 
Addition 
 
Petani : Aku sudah mengubur harta di sawah 
kita 
119/TFAHLS/SL.03:28/TL.03:28 
 
When you find it, you must go to the market and 
sell it. 
 
 
Addition 
 
Petani : kalau kau menemukan itu, kamu bias 
menjualnya di pasar 
120/TFAHLS/SL.03:35/TL.03:35 
 
It will be enough for the rest of your life 
 
Addition 
 
Petani : uangnya cukup untuk hidup kalian  
 
121/TFAHLS/SL. 03:41/TL.03:41 
 
Soon after the farmer died 
 
Deletion  
 
Setelah ayahnya meninggal 
 
122/TFAHLS/SL.03:50/TL.03:50 
 
For some days the sons were too sad to do 
anything 
 
Deletion 
 
Anak-anaknya sangat sedih 
123/TFAHLS/SL.03:59/TL.03:59 
 
But realized that something had to be done for 
food 
 
 
Addition 
 
Tapi mereka segera sadar harus melakukan 
sesuatu supaya dapat makan 
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124/TFAHLS/SL.04:07/TL.04:07 We have to find father’s treasure, the money in 
the safe won’t last long 
 
Addition 
 
Anak 1 : kita harus menemukan harta ayah, uang 
kita akan segera habis 
125/TFAHLS/SL.04:14/TL.04:14 
 
You’re right, we must 
 
 
Addition  
Anak 2 : Ya, kamu benar 
 
126/TFAHLS/SL.04:19/TL.04:19 
 
But they did not find anything 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling   
Tapi mereka tidak menemukan apa-apa 
127/TFAHLS/SL.04:25/TL.04:25 
 
A friend of their father said, since you have 
tilled the farm why not sow same seeds 
 
 
Addition 
 
Teman ayahnya : kamu sudah menggali sawah 
itu, maka tanamilah tanahnya 
128/TFAHLS/SL.04:33/TL.04:33 
 
The boys agreed 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Anak-anak itu setuju 
 
 
129/TFAHLS/SL.04:53/TL.04:53 
 
 
They pour some seeds in their own farm and 
waited.  
 
 
Specification 
 
Mereka menanam benih padi dan menunggu 
130/TFAHLS/SL.05:08/TL.05:08 
 
It rained well that year. 
 
 
Transposition  
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Tahun itu hujan turun dengan baik 
131/TFAHLS/SL.05:14/TL.05:14 
 
The sons woke up one day and saw the corps 
dancing in the wind 
 
 
Addition 
 
Suatu pagi, anak-anak itu bangun dan melihat 
tanaman jagung di sawahnya 
132/TFAHLS/SL.05:17/TL.05:17 
 
The eldest son said 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
Anak paling tua berkata 
133/TFAHLS/SL.05:23/TL.05:23 
 
This is the treasure father wanted us to find 
 
Addition 
 
Anak 1 : Inilah harta yang ayah maksud 
134/TFAHLS/SL.05:44/TL.05:44 
 
If we work we shall never be hungry 
 
 
Verbatim subtitling   
Jika kita bekerja kita tidak akan lapar 
135/TFAHLS/SL.05:56/TL.05:56 
 
The sons agreed and worked very hard from that 
day on 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
 
 
136/TFATC/SL.00:41/TL.00:41 
And used catch fishes 
 
 
Paraphrase 
Dan untuk menangkap ikan 
 
 
137/TFATC/SL.02:57/TL.02:57 
 
 
Hmmm 
 
Verbatim subtitling 
Hmmm 
 Good morning friends  
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138/TFATC/SL.03:29/TL.03:29 
 
 Verbatim subtitling 
Selamat pagi teman 
 
 
139/TFATC/SL.03:31/TL.03:31 
I am delighted by the way you treated me. I want 
treat you 
 
Condensation 
Aku senang sekali makan bersamamu kemaren 
 
 
140/TFATC/SL.03:35/TL.03:35 
Will you join me tonight for dinner 
 
 
Condensation 
Nanti malam makanlah di rumahku 
 
 
